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ABSTRACT

Adaptation, re-imaginings, appropriation, prequels and sequels are powerful and popular tools 

for storytelling in our modern society. As Linda Hutcheon says, “there are precious few stories 

around that have not been “lovingly ripped off” from others. In the workings of the human 

imagination, adaptation is the norm, not the exception” (177). In this dissertation, I wish to 

discuss Neil Gaiman’s extensive use of intertextual relationships. I will use Coraline as a case 

study because it is very much inspired by a single literary work, Alice in Wonderland — unlike 

many of Gaiman’s novels for adults,  which borrow extensively from mythologies from around 

the globe and literature alike. I will start by taking a closer look at intertextuality as a field of 

literary theory and criticism, using Linda Hutcheon’s A Theory of Adaptation as a theoretical 

basis. I will also discuss Neil Gaiman’s own concept of “myths” and the way they figure in his 

works. Then, I will discuss the literary movement of neo-Victorianism, of which Coraline clearly is 

an exponent. In the second part of this work, I will compare both novels from a feminist 

perspective. I will explore the position of girls in children’s literature and the use of fantasy 

elements and of the Gothic and the uncanny in both Alice and Coraline. I will then turn to  both 

texts from a psychoanalytical point of view, comparing the effects of certain characteristics, 

events, characters, or themes on the empowerment or disempowerment of the heroine. In my 

discussion of the intertextual relationship Gaiman establishes between the two texts, I will show 

that these similarities are not as straightforward as they may seem. Gaiman subtly subverts the 

undercurrents of Victorian morality and values that can be found in Carroll’s Alice stories to 

create a story that will speak to modern children by showing an empowered, independent 

heroine.
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PREFACE

When I was looking for a subject for this Master thesis, I figured out rather fast that I wanted to 

discuss Neil Gaiman’s work. Having read most of his novels and comics, he is one of my 

favourite authors. As someone with a longstanding fascination for fairy tales and mythology, I 

was always attracted to the extensive intertextual play with exactly those sources that is  so 

typical of Gaiman’s work. It seemed like the logical choice, then, to study this extensive 

intertextuality; however, Gaiman is a rather prolific author, and I was uncertain which part of his 

oeuvre would be most interesting from an academic point of view.

I first got to  know the story of Alice in Wonderland, like many people my age, by watching the 

Disney movie. I suppose the fact that my absolute favourite character was the Cheshire Cat can 

count as a clue to  how well I liked Disney’s version of Alice. In my opinion, she was utterly 

boring and just a little stupid. I wanted to  roam through Wonderland, play flamingo-croquet 

and talk to the Cheshire Cat; I didn’t want to be Alice.

Of course, at the time I wasn’t aware of the fact that the Disney film was made in 1951, nor 

would I have understood what consequences that naturally would have had on the 

characterisation of female characters. However, when I finally read Carroll’s books, only very 

recently, it did strike me that the Alice in the books was perhaps a bit old-fashioned, with her 

pinafore dress and her knack for reciting poetry, but most certainly not dull or foolish. I have 

been interested in gender dynamics and children’s  literature for a while now, and it surprised 

me that when observed from a 21st-century feminist point of view, the Victorian Alice scored 

much higher than the one from the 1950s. When I then thought of Coraline, a book that I 

thoroughly enjoyed when I was younger (and actually still do), I had found my topic.

Finally, I  would like to  thank Prof. de Graef for his  support and suggestions while writing this 

thesis.
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Introduction

Adaptation, re-imaginings, appropriation, prequels and sequels are powerful and popular tools 

for storytelling in our modern society. As Linda Hutcheon says, “there are precious few stories 

around that have not been “lovingly ripped off” from others. In the workings of the human 

imagination, adaptation is the norm, not the exception” (177). In this dissertation, I wish to 

discuss Neil Gaiman’s extensive use of intertextual relationships. I will use Coraline as a case 

study because it is very much inspired by a single literary work — unlike many of Gaiman’s novels 

for adults,  which borrow extensively from mythologies from around the globe and literature 

alike. Coraline, echoing both Golden Age children’s literature and many fairy tales, explores the 

problematic nature of knowing one’s place in the world (Blomqvist 6). Catherine Siemann 

describes Coraline as a text which engages in a neo-Victorian engagement with perhaps the 

most famous stories of Victorian childhood: Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland (176). 

I will start by taking a closer look at intertextuality as a  field of literary theory and criticism, using 

Linda Hutcheon’s A Theory of Adaptation as a theoretical basis. I will also discuss Neil Gaiman’s 

own concept of “myths” and the way they figure in his works. Then, I will discuss the literary 

movement of neo-Victorianism, of which Coraline clearly is an exponent. In the second part of 

this work, I will compare both novels from a feminist perspective. 

First, I  will explore the position of girls in children’s literature in more detail, drawing on feminist 

literary criticism and comparing the Victorian heroines with their modern counterparts. Next, I 

will study the use of fantasy elements and of the Gothic and the uncanny in both Alice and 

Coraline. Both Lewis Carroll and Neil Gaiman are writers of fantasy; Gaiman said that “horror 

and fantasy are often seen simply as escapist literature, (…) a simple, paradoxically 

unimaginative literature offering quick catharsis. (…) But they don't have to  be. When we are 

lucky the fantastique offers a road-map — a guide to the territory of the imagination, for it is the 

function of imaginative literature to show us the world we know, but from a different 

direction” (42). I am quite certain that Carroll would have agreed.

After this exploration of the Gothic, I will turn to both texts from a psychoanalytical point of view, 

comparing the effects of certain characteristics, events, characters, or themes on the 

empowerment or disempowerment of the heroine. Coraline clearly takes many of its plot 

elements from the Alice stories: a fantastical “other” world, dangerous women, cryptical-yet-

helpful feline companions… There are also many similarities between the stories’  respective 

heroines. Apart from being girls of the same age, both Alice and Coraline are bored and 

curious, a condition that lands them both in a  strange dream-world, alone. In my discussion of 

the intertextual relationship Gaiman establishes between the two texts, however, I will show that 

these similarities are not as straightforward as they may seem. 
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Gaiman subtly subverts the undercurrents of Victorian morality and values that can be found in 

Carroll’s  Alice stories to suit his own modern views on what a girl heroine should be — a view 

that turns out to  be progressive even for our own day and age, where little girls  in children’s 

literature are still often condemned to playing dress-up and dreaming about horses.
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1. Biography

1.1 NEIL GAIMAN1

Neil Gaiman was born in Hampshire, UK, and now lives in the United States near Minneapolis. 

He is a prolific creator of works of prose, poetry, film, journalism, comics, song lyrics, and 

drama. He begun his writing career as a  journalist-turned-biography writer. In 1987, he 

published his first graphic novel, Violent Cases  with artist Dave McKean, who also  provided the 

illustrations for the first version of Coraline. Gaiman first became known worldwide with his 

groundbreaking comic book series  Sandman, collecting a large number of US awards, 

including nine Will Eisner Comic Industry Awards and three Harvey Awards.

Thanks to the success of the Sandman comics, Neil Gaiman is often credited with being one of 

the creators of modern comics. He is also an author whose work crosses genres and reaches 

audiences of all ages. He is  listed in the Dictionary of Literary Biography as one of the top ten 

living post-modern writers; many of his works have achieved cult status, with a fan base existing 

mostly of readers of science fiction and fantasy. He also occasionally works a screenplay writer 

for film and television; apart from assisting with the film adaptations of his own works, such as 

Coraline and Stardust, he has also co-written a number of films, such as the 2007 movie 

Beowulf, and the script for two episodes of Doctor Who.

Almost all  of Gaiman’s work, both for adult readers and for children, is filled to the brim with 

intertextual references to  mythology, fairy tales, and other literary works. In several interviews, 

Gaiman has stated that he has always had a fascination with mythologies. On his own website, 

Gaiman’s books are described as “genre works that refuse to  remain true to their genres”. 

Coraline, with its Gothic elements, was originally considered too frightening for children, yet 

went on to win the British Science Fiction Award, the Hugo, the Nebula, the Bram Stoker, and 

the American Elizabeth Burr/Worzalla award and became a huge popular success.

Gaiman started writing Coraline for his eldest daughter Holly, then stopped working on it for a 

number of years, and eventually finished it for his younger daughter Holly.
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1.2 LEWIS CARROLL2

Lewis Carroll, whose real name was Charles Lutwidge Dodgson  (1832-1898), was an English 

logician, mathematician, photographer, and novelist (Manning 169). He is mostly still known 

today as the author of Alice’s  Adventures in Wonderland (1865)  and its sequel, Through the 

Looking-Glass  (1871). However, he wrote several more children’s  and nonsense literature, and a 

number of treatises on mathematical subjects.

Carroll, as a shy man with a bad stammer, enjoyed the company of children, who revered him as 

a storyteller. According to Mallardi, he was most attracted to heir “natural” kindness, a 

spontaneous politeness, free from affected manners (550). Alice in Wonderland was written for 

Alice Liddell and her sisters Lorina and Edith, the children of Henry George Liddell, dean of 

Christ Church (Sircar 9).  Carroll first told them the story on a rowing trip on July 4, 1862, after 

which Alice asked him to  write it down for her. This first version, called The Adventures of Alice 

Underground, was then read by his friend, George MacDonald, another important writer of 

children’s books at the time. MacDonald persuaded Carroll to edit and publish it.  The first 

edition was then published as Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland in 1865. The book became a 

slow but steadily increasing success, and by the following year Dodgson was already 

considering a sequel to it, based on further stories told to the Liddells. This became Through 

the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There (1871).

By the time of Dodgson’s death, the Alice books when considered as a whole had become the 

most popular children’s  book in England; by the time of his centenary in 1932 it was one of the 

most popular and perhaps the most famous in the world. As a result, it has had a remarkable 

influence on later literature, for example the Modernists (Dusinberre 11).
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2. Theory

2.1 ADAPTATION

Adaptations of all  kinds and forms are widely popular in our modern society. The study of 

adaptations and intertextuality has therefore become one of the most prevalent 

interdisciplinary fields in contemporary culture (Arias 231). In this chapter, I will give a brief 

overview of the most important theoretical concepts regarding the study of adaptations. The 

basis for this chapter is Linda Hutcheon’s work A Theory of Adaptation, which provided me with 

a theoretical framework to  study Coraline as an adaptation of Alice in Wonderland. I will  then 

elaborate on Gaiman’s and Hutcheon’s shared view of adaptation as a literary version of 

Darwinian natural selection.

2.1.1 Definitions and Concepts

The study of literary adaptations is a  varied and broad field; as a result, there exists no one 

definition of adaptation. In what follows I will discuss those theories that I have found useful in 

this work in order to  clarify the way literary adaptation works. Andrea Kirchknopf discerns two 

distinct literary processes of rewriting: adaptation and appropriation. Adaptations always have 

an identifiable source-text; the source-text of an appropriation, on the other hand, may either 

not be obvious or not exist at all (71-2). Appropriation, then, is  “more independent and more 

critical than adaptation” (72). While, according to these definitions, Coraline is arguably more 

appropriation than adaptation, I find that this distinction is a  matter of degree, rather than a two 

completely separate strategies. Therefore, I will continue to use the term adaptation throughout 

the rest of this thesis. 

The definition, or rather description, Hutcheon uses most in her book is “repetition without 

replication”. By this she wishes to show that every adaptation repeats elements from the 

adapted work, but never creates a mere copy; because every adaptation is created in a 

different time and/or place than its original, there are always differences — caused either by 

conscious choices of the author or simply by the different circumstances surrounding its 

creation. Hutcheon also describes an adaptation as an “extended, deliberate, announced 

revisitation of a particular work of art” (170). Robertson gives a  similar definition; he sees 

adaptation as “an act of appropriating or salvaging, and this is  always a double process of 

interpreting and then creating something new” (Robertson 164). It is perhaps worth noting here 

that Hutcheon, in her wish to go against the tendency of undervaluing adaptations as derivative, 

does not use the term original work in her book. Instead, she opts for the phrase adapted text. 

In what follows, I will not adhere strictly to this terminological difference. 
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However, I do  agree that an adaptation must be valued both as an adaptation and as an 

independent text; where I use the term original, I mean this only in the temporal sense — an 

earlier text, not a better or purer one.

According to Hutcheon, every adaptation can be placed on a continuum of fluid relationships 

between works and later revisitations of those works. This continuum ranges from works who 

strive for complete fidelity of the adapted work, such as literary translations, to  ‘retellings’ or 

‘revisions’ of popular or familiar stories (170). This continuum is  not to be mistaken for a way to 

measure the quality of an adaptation; Hutcheon insists that the dominant tradition of ‘fidelity 

criticism’, which values adaptations only insofar as they are loyal to  the original, is unproductive. 

She wishes to study adaptations both as adaptations and as independent works. After all, every 

adaptation is an instance of textual  infidelity (Arias 231); even a translation or remake is never 

just a copy of the adapted text. A continuum model, then, “has the advantage of offering a way 

to think about various responses to a prior story; it positions adaptations specifically as 

(re-)interpretations and (re-)creations” (Hutcheon 172).

The most relevant aspect of adaption theory for this  dissertation, however, is the way in which a 

story is transformed when it is  adapted to suit a  different time or culture. As Bowler and Cox 

have it, “adaptation(s) can be thought of as inhabited by literary and cultural ‘ghosts’” (3): they 

create a dialogue between works from different eras or societies. In a sense, this is true for all 

literary works: every author is influenced both by his surroundings and by the works and stories 

he has come into contact with. Novelistic texts  are always in discussion with other texts, 

repeating old stories and existing conventions; it is inherently a genre of rewriting and, 

according to Kirchknopf, a postmodern project (68). 

2.1.2 Darwin and Dawkins: Evolution, Adaptation, and Indigenisation

While exploring these transformations of stories in space and time, both Hutcheon and Gaiman 

himself draw a parallel with Darwin’s theories of evolution. Gaiman’s theory of ‘myths’  — his term 

for all stories that are part of our collective memory or culture — as “compost, in which stories 

grow” (Gaiman, 42)  and his description of his own attitude towards these stories as “cruelly 

Darwinist” (Gaiman, 42)  corresponds with Hutcheon’s darwinian theory of adaptations. Darwin's 

theory of evolution presents genetic adaptation as the biological process by which something is 

fitted to a given environment. Hutcheon sees the process of mutation and adaptation of stories 

as a comparable process: stories change to be accepted into a particular cultural environment. 

Sometimes, like biological adaptation, cultural adaptation involves migration to favourable 

conditions: stories travel to different cultures and different media. Like living beings, stories that 

adapt better than others (through mutation)  to an environment survive (167). This is also what 

Gaiman means when he states that “stories are told by survivors” (43).
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Hutcheon then makes the analogy with Dawkins’ meme theory. According to Dawkins, memes 

are units of cultural transmission or units of imitation. Language, fashions, technology, and the 

arts, he argued, “all evolve in historical time in a way that looks like highly speeded up genetic 

evolution” (qtd. in Hutcheon 31). When memes are transmitted, they always change, as they are 

subject to “continuous mutation, and also to blending” (qtd. in Hutcheon 32). Dawkins’ concept 

of memes is not based on stories, but on ideas; however, stories also are ideas and could be 

said to function in this same way. Some have great fitness through survival (persistence in a 

culture)  or reproduction (number of adaptations). Stories get retold in different ways in new 

material and cultural environments; like genes, they adapt to those new environments by 

mutating, in their “offspring” or their adaptations. And, as Hutcheon puts it, “the fittest do more 

than survive; they flourish” (32). Gaiman, without talking of meme theory, uses this same image 

when he states that, as myths are no longer seen in a religious context — something people 

believe to  be a reality — they “compost down to dirt, and become a fertile ground for other 

stories and tales which blossom like wildflowers. Cupid and Psyche is  retold and half forgotten 

and remembered again and becomes Beauty and the Beast. New flowers grow from the 

compost: bright blossoms, and alive” (40).

Darwin’s theory of evolution includes three qualities necessary for high survival value: longevity, 

fecundity, and copying-fidelity. This last criterion is especially relevant in a discussion of literary 

adaptation. Dawkins states that in a  cultural context copying means changing with each 

repetition, whether deliberate or not (Hutcheon 167). For an adaptation to be experienced as 

an adaptation, some copying-fidelity is necessary: the reader must be able to recognise the 

story in order to fully appreciate the changes that were made to  it. Narrative adaptation, then, 

can be defined as an interplay of theme and variation, as repetition with modification 

(Hutcheon167). Hutcheon here makes a musical analogy: “like jazz variations, adaptations point 

to individual creative decisions and actions” (Hutcheon 86). An adaptation is not vampiric: “it 

does not draw the life-blood from its source and leave it dying or dead, nor is it paler than the 

adapted work” (Hutcheon 174). On the contrary, they might keep that prior work alive, giving it 

an afterlife it could not have had otherwise . Adaptation is how stories evolve and mutate to  suit 

different tastes, different times and places. In Dawkins’ theory, memes are not “high-fidelity 

replicators” (Hutcheon 177): they change with time, as meme transmission is subject to  constant 

mutation. Stories, too, “propagate themselves when they catch on; adaptations — as both 

repetition and variation—are their form of replication” (Hutcheon 177).

Another useful comparison Hutcheon points to, is that of Edward Said’s theory of 

indigenisation. When stories travel — as they do when they are adapted across time and place—

they bring together what Edward Said called different “processes of representation and 

institutionalisation” (qtd. in Hutcheon 150). According to Said, ideas or theories that travel 

involve four elements: “a set of initial circumstances, a distance traversed, a set of conditions of 

acceptance (or resistance), and a trans-formation of the idea in its  new time and place” (150). 
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Adaptations, then, can be seen as transformations of previous works in new contexts, creating 

hybrids. Hutcheon uses the term “indigenisation” for these intercultural  exchanges because it 

implies agency: “people pick and choose what they want to transplant to  their own soil. 

Adapters of traveling stories exert power over what they adapt” (Hutcheon 150). I  would argue 

that this process of indigenisation is not limited to stories that come from a different place, but 

can also  be applied to  stories that belonged to a different time, as is the case with Alice in 

Wonderland as a source for Coraline. The difference in culture, then, is defined by time in stead 

of distance, but the effect is  very similar, as a  closer discussion of Coraline as a neo-Victorian 

text later in this work will make clear.

2.2 NEO-VICTORIANISM

In recent years their has been an expansion of interest in rewriting and reinterpreting Victorian 

literature and culture (Bowler & Cox 13) in postmodern literature. Neo-Victorianism has become 

an important and popular literary movement. As a result,  while still in its infancy, scholarly 

interest in neo-Victorianism has begun to increase (Bowler & Cox 13). But where does this 

continuing fascination with the nineteenth century for 21st-century readers, writers and 

academics alike come from (Bowler & Cox 1)?  Commenting on our fascination with adaptation 

today, Linda Hutcheon observes that our habits are not exclusive to our own era, but are in 

many ways similar to the Victorians: “the Victorians had a habit of adapting just about 

everything — and in just about every possible direction; the stories of poems, novels, plays, 

operas, paintings, songs, dances, and tableaux vivants were constantly being adapted from one 

medium to another and then back again” (xi). What does seem relatively new in our adaptive 

practices, however, is the way in which modern authors use these adaptations as a means of 

interrogating and critiquing our own society and of enabling a new understanding of our 

relationship with and perception of a cultural past so close to our own. As a result, many neo-

Victorian texts involve some element of critique, transformation, revision, or destabilisation of 

their source text and the ideas and ideologies of the past they represent (Bowler & Cox 1).

A working definition of neo-Victorian literature is of course hinged on an understanding of 

Victorianism. However, as Kirchknopf states, ‘Victorian’  is a difficult term. Historically speaking, it 

denotes the period in which Queen Victoria reigned over England, from 1837 to  1901, 

although the term is often loosely applied to the 19th century as a whole. However, it is also 

often used to describe a certain set of values that originated in the nineteenth century. For 

instance, modern adaptations of Victorian novels often focus on the discourse of sexuality that 

prevailed in the 19th century. More relevant to this thesis, however, is the importance of 

children’s literature of the Victorian age, which saw an interest in children's books which, 

according to Helson, had never occurred in any other time or place (2).
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In his article, Kirchknopf attempts to differentiate between three different terms for this group of 

texts: neo-, retro-, or post-Victorian literature. The distinction is based on the way in which the 

adaptation treats its Victorian source. These differences, however, are subtle and often not 

clearly discernible in a  given text; I have therefore chosen to use the most widely used term, 

neo-Victorian, throughout this thesis. Kirchknopf then continues to define the neo-Victorian 

novel as “a  fictional text which creates meaning from the background of awareness of time as 

flowing and as poised uneasily between the Victorian past and the present; which secondly 

deals dominantly with topics which belong to  the field of history, historiography and/or the 

philosophy of history in dialogue with a Victorian past; and which thirdly can do so at all 

narrative levels and in any possible discursive form, be it through the narration of action, 

through static description, argumentative exposition or stream-of-consciousness 

techniques” (63). This view of neo-Victorianism limits its scope to postmodern historical novels 

that are at least partly set in the Victorian era. While this is true for a majority of the novels that 

are considered to be neo-Victorian, I find this view too  restrictive, especially when applied to 

children’s literature. There are a large amount of recent children’s books that are not specifically 

located in the Victorian period, but which adopt some of the conventions of the Victorian novel 

(Bowler & Cox 6). For my working definition of neo-Victorianism, I  would like to refer back to 

Hutcheon’s theory of Darwinian evolution of stories. Neo-Victorian novels, then, are simply all 

postmodern adaptations, prequels and sequels of Victorian texts, “a new literary movement 

whose very essence consists in re-thinking and rewriting Victorian myth and 

stories” ( Kirchknopf 62). 

These adaptations, however, do have a number of very distinct characteristics. As Morey and 

Nelson state, “one of the most marked features of neo-Victorian fictions is aggression toward 

the content of nineteenth-century fictions” (3). Neo-Victorian texts are not only adaptations or 

appropriations of Victorian culture or values; very often, they give a voice to  those subjects or 

characters that were neglected or suppressed in the original. Subversion, homage, and social 

commentary play an important role in neo-Victorian fiction's representation of the Victorian 

past, which Fritz describes as “the lens through which a variety of present concerns are 

examined” (39). This way, the Victorian world functions as a mirror in which our own 

experiences are reflected.

Neo-Victorian literature is also  clearly palimpsestuous: the distinctions between criticism and 

creativity are blurred, so  that each reflects on itself and the other. To a certain extent, this is true 

of all adaptations; however, the importance of the palimpsest, according to  Llewellyn, “lies not 

in its writing of new texts over old ones, but in the simultaneous existence of both narratives on 

the same page, occupying the same space, and speaking in odd, obscure, and different ways to 

one another” (170). It is exactly this elaborate dialogue between the original and the adaptation 

that is a defining characteristic of neo-Victorian literature. As Llewellyn states, it is important to 

remember that, as the neo-Victorian text writes back to something in the nineteenth century, 
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“it does so in a manner that often aims to  re-fresh and re-vitalise the importance of that earlier 

text to the here and now” (170-1). These strategies of intertextuality and hybridisation are 

typical for postmodern literature and serve to demonstrate the connections and tensions 

between our own age and the Victorian.

3. Gothic Girls: Gender and the Uncanny

3.1 GENDER

One of the key issues in this process of re-interpretative critique is gender criticism's 

engagement with the 19th-century inheritance (Bowler & Cox 10). The work being done on 

gender and feminism in neo-Victorian studies is diverse, but the function they attribute to the 

treatment of gender in neo-Victorian texts is always the same: “the power to narrate one's own 

stories — and re-evaluate, redress and re-write those of the past — is deemed essential  to 

constructing a more liberated present and future” (Bowler & Cox 10). The strategies writers use 

in order to  achieve this effect of empowerment will be at the heart of my discussion of Coraline 

as a neo-Victorian adaptation. I will begin by giving a brief historical account of the difference 

between Victorian and modern literature for children and the position neo-Victorian children’s 

books occupies in this conflict, followed by an overview of the theories and problems 

concerning girls and women in children’s literature. 

The field of children’s literature has been ruled by clear gender distinctions since its earliest 

history. Throughout their publishing history, children’s novels have tended to be gender-linked 

more often than not; there is a difference between books meant for girls, focusing on domestic 

drama, and books for boys, centred around adventure outside the home (Paterson & Lach 189). 

Even in modern children’s literature, boy and girl character still  very often behave according to 

traditional, stereotypical pattern (Brugeilles 239). For instance, Veglahn explains, “in order to 

mature, a male must separate himself from the mother and become independent. Girls, on the 

other hand, may continue to have a close relationship with their mothers” (107). While boys and 

men are almost without exception active agents, women and girls are often pictured looking 

out at the action. As Nilsen puts it, “if a  girl is  continually faced with books where the boy does 

all the explaining while the girl  does all the listening, where the boy does all the travelling while 

the girl does all the waving, where the boy does all the complaining while the girl does all the 

smiling, and worst of all, where the boy does all  of everything and the girl isn't even visible, then 

I think it reasonable to predict that the girl  might have problems in finding her own 

identity” (920). This, of course, is where the focus of feminist studies of children’s literature lies.
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The waves of feminism that have substantially altered society in the past century have exerted a 

strong influence over the field of literature. This influence is  especially apparent in children’s 

literature. Compared to  pre-feminist novels, where girl protagonists think more about solving 

other people’s problems and making other people happy than they do about using their own 

strength to increase their sense of self,  the girls in many books for children today are much 

more independent and empowered. However, it would be overly simplistic to state that there 

are no strong girls in pre-feminist literature; girls  like Jo  March or Anne of Green Gables 

somewhat complicate this  one-sided view of Victorian literature. At least as early as the 

eighteenth century, parents and educators recognised books “as a way to  indoctrinate their 

children into  socially sanctioned behaviours” (Trites 4). This culminated in the moral stories that 

were so  popular in the Victorian era. However, traits which can be labeled “feminist” have 

coexisted with sexist ideologies since the inception of children’s literature, traits like strength, 

articulateness, creativity, and a certain amount of social power.

3.1.1 Victorian Attitudes towards Children’s Literature

The Victorians may be credited with discovering childhood as a state distinct from that of 

adulthood (Egoff 412). This was a result of the unprecedented cultural transformations 

experienced by Victorian England, creating “disrupting and destabilising economic, religious, 

educational, scientific, and social discourses” (Jenkins 68). As a result, a  shift in critical thinking 

took place: from the child as a not-yet-adult to an idealisation of childhood as a purer state of 

being. The Victorian age then saw an enormous expansion of literature written specifically for 

children. As modern readers, we have come to  identify this Victorian children’s literature with 

moral tales and a view of the child  as an idealised, innocent creature. For the Victorians, 

literature for children was supposed to  teach children the values that the age held so high, so 

that they would grow up to be perfectly moderate, responsible adults  (Clark & Higonnet 4). This 

view on the function of children’s  literature and the often incredibly annoying moralising tone of 

these books have led to a tradition of scorn and mockery — a  tradition, it is important to note, 

that has its roots in that same Victorian era, with authors such as Lewis Carroll. Yet the authors of 

the moral tale meant well.  Their concern for the good of children is obvious. As writers they 

often used the English language with power and precision; they wrote with a passionate 

conviction; and their plots were skilfully contrived to give concrete support for abstract ideas 

(Egoff 412). As Ostry phrases it,  “growing up is a tricky business, as children develop physically, 

mentally, emotionally, morally and spiritually all at once, at different rates. Guiding the child 

through this process was the key concern of writers for children in the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, regardless of which genre they chose” (Ostry 29).
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Modern children’s literature has much the same goal; we still see literature as an important 

means of socialisation. However, the focus has changed markedly. The theme that is most 

common in all the best recent fiction is personal struggle — marking the passage from 

childhood to adolescence or from adolescence to adulthood — played out in the context of 

responsibility, human relationships, social attitudes or psychological crises (Egoff 430). These 

things did not concern most of the Victorian writers of children’s literature; they focused on 

influencing children in order to imbue them with Victorian — adult — morals  and values. The 

writers of the twentieth century, on the other hand, saw children as a challenging audience 

demanding their highest efforts, and children responded to their integrity” (Egoff 418). As a 

result, only a few books deliberately written for children before 1900 — such as the Alice-books 

— have survived to be read today, while an extremely large group from the turn of the century 

now forms much of the basic reading of children today (Egoff 418). 

Victorian children’s literature did not only comprise moral tales: there was also space for a large 

amount of fantasy stories, a genre, Helson reminds us, which lends itself perfectly to the 

depiction of the unconscious (66). As Blackford emphasises, fantasy literature is also always 

connected to contemporary social issues; fantasy worlds are more often than not used to 

critique or comment upon the real world (61), rendering them interesting from a gender 

perspective. These stories have always had a special role in the development of female 

characters. While fairy and folk tales are often criticised by feminist critics for “providing girls 

with weak role models who passively await their Prince Charming,” as Bates says, some of these 

tales’ heroines are strong girls whose stories deal with liberation and transformation (50). 

Whereas women often end up in the typical marriage plot even when they showed 

independence and inventiveness throughout the story, girls in traditional tales are given a 

somewhat broader range of possibilities. These stories have been retold and adapted for 

centuries, and while the basic plot has stayed fairly consistent, the lessons which authors in 

different eras have encouraged girl readers to draw from them are vastly different. 

The Victorians accepted fantasy for children, and especially girls,  as a safe outlet for their 

potentially subversive dreams and desire, “using romances and novels to  teach girls that their 

dreams are dangerous and of little relevance to their daily lives” (Ross 55). While these fantasy 

stories, then, were themselves imbued with morals, they nonetheless protested against the 

tyranny of logic, reason, schooling, propriety; in short, all  values the Victorians held high. 

Children, they argued, should be allowed to use their fantasy in order to  become good adults; 

raising them only on facts was not the right way. As Ross explains, “progressive or feminist 

authors (...) have encouraged young women readers’ belief in fantasy to  help them visualise 

what they want, perhaps as a first step toward going after it” (55). In the case of Coraline  and 

Alice in Wonderland, we can easily observe this evolution from fantasy as an outlet to  fantasy 

that teaches the protagonist something about her own identity. This is also an example of the 

way in which neo-Victorian texts adapt their Victorian source in order to criticise it.
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As I have explained earlier, one of the concerns of neo-Victorian studies involves understanding 

“how the past interfaces with the present in contemporary fiction about the nineteenth century, 

and determining what kind of commentary this interfacing offers on each period” (Fritz 38). 

Mark Llewellyn's explains this connection between a specific Victorian text and its postmodern 

variations as follows: “as the neo-Victorian text writes back to something in the nineteenth 

century, it does so in a  manner that often aims to re-fresh and revitalise the importance of that 

earlier text to the here and now” (171). In the context of gender theory, neo-Victorian texts often 

focus on defining agency and empowerment in contemporary girlhood through a dialogue with 

the Victorian past (Kapurch 89). 

In the nineteenth and much of the 20th centuries, girls in children’s books seemed to  have more 

freedom than their real-life counterparts. As Morey and Nelson say, “the protagonists of 

Victorian children's fiction conquer African jungles, come home with pirate treasure, or become 

the spiritual and emotional centres of their families, demonstrating power rather than 

pathos” (5). However, when these protagonists are girls, the narrative is always focused on their 

reformation at the end of the story: girls learn to curb their fantasy and their sense for 

adventures. Girls like Wendy from Peter Pan or Jo  from Little Women must give up their agency 

in order to become good women. Many feminist children’s novels seem to be direct revisions of 

the images of this passive femininity in earlier children’s literature, which can clearly be seen in 

neo-Victorian children’s literature. As Fritz explains, these novels use postmodern discourses on 

girlhood in order to address issues and develop themes that are pertinent to a twenty-first-

century audience (38).

In this respect, neo-Victorian studies and girls' studies “share some similar agendas about the 

legacy of the nineteenth century in contemporary culture” (Kapurch 91). After all, many 

Victorian standards and codes of conduct still define modern-day constructions of girlhood, 

whereby girls are defined as “younger females”, often with “relatively little social 

power” (Kapurch 91). Victorian writers tended to be rather lacking in nuance when it came to 

their female characters. They usually separated their female heroines into two categories: “the 

passive and susceptible and the aggressive, possessing of dark primitive powers” (Voronina 

150). Postmodern feminist discourses on girlhood, on the other hand, respond to  this by 

framing the girl  as “a psychologically complex individual whose socially produced subjectivity 

can be both transcended and fragmented” (Fritz 38). 

3.1.2 Problems of Gender in Modern Children’s Literature

In her article Women in Children’s Literature, Alleen Nilsen points out that many books for 

young children still perpetuate gender stereotypes, thus failing to represent the real world of 

today, but also  creating an almost incredible conspiracy of conditioning. Boys' achievement 
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drive is encouraged; girls' is cut off. Boys are brought up to express themselves; girls to please. 

The general image of the female ranges from dull to degrading to invisible (926). Books are an 

important way for a culture to pass on its social values to its children; as a result, feminist critics 

and authors wish to point out that it is crucially important to make sure that they do  not adhere 

to the prescribed gender roles for men and women. A good example is the way many modern 

children’s books depict mothers. Nilsen’s study deals  only with awarded picture books, but I 

believe the same issues can be traced, though perhaps in slightly less blatant ways, in books for 

older children. For instance, the cult of the apron (Nilsen 918) that is  still strong in picture 

books, where the mother figures anachronistically insist on wearing aprons and baking pies, as 

Gibson puts it,  is not so much an issue for books without illustrations (177). However, even in 

books for older children, mothers are often entirely absent or described only in their role as 

mother to the child  protagonist; more often than not, they are housewives. Of course there is 

nothing wrong with this in principle, but when nearly 60% of European women hold jobs, one 

could expect the same amount of working women in children’s books. There is also the added 

problem, Flood notes, that boys only read books by and about males. However, as Fine rightly 

notes, this becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy; if we state that many boys enjoy books containing 

action, and all those books have male heroes, boys will learn quickly to stay away from books 

with girl protagonists — not because they cannot identify with these girls, but because they have 

been conditioned to see ‘girl character’  as the equivalent of ‘no  action’. Another problem Fine 

mentions is that “in lists of recommended books for boys, there's a heap of fantasy and 

violence, very little humour, and almost no family novels at all. If you offer boys such a narrow 

view of the world, and don't offer them novels that show them dealing with normal family 

feelings, they will begin to think this sort of stuff is not for them" (qtd in Flood).

Children in every culture learn to  adopt certain roles and behaviours, often related to their 

gender roles, as part of the socialisation process. The development of gender role identity is 

important to a child’s self-perception, as it also changes the way others see them. As 

Kortenhaus puts it, the impact of gender role stereotyping in children’s  literature cannot be 

overestimated, and while girls are now being pictured in somewhat more instrumental 

activities, they are often still as passive dependent as they were fifty years ago (219). Female 

characters in children’s books “are involved in few of the activities and assigned few of the 

characteristics or goals that are accorded prestige and esteem in our society, even though such 

goals and activities are pursued and achieved daily by a majority of women in the business and 

professional world” (Kortenhaus 221). There has been a steady decrease in this literary sexism 

in recent years; for one, there is no longer a major discrepancy between the numbers of males 

and females represented in children’s books. However, boys are still characterised more often 

as instrumental and independent, girls as overemotional, passive and dependent (Kortenhaus 

230). Many children’s novels did and do not reflect the realities of our modern society. 
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This problem is what attracted feminist criticism to children’s literature decades ago; and as the 

situation is not yet resolved, lays at the core of most feminist criticism of children’s literature.

3.1.3 Characteristics of Feminist Children’s Novels

What, then, is  a feminist children’s novel? According to Trites, it is  a  novel “in which the main 

character is empowered regardless of gender: the child’s sex does not provide a permanent 

obstacle to  his or her development” (4). There may be gender-related conflicts, but the child 

will eventually triumph over them. Most often, their protagonists are female, because the 

authors of these books respond to the traditional repression of feminine power and the images 

of feminine docility, but they don’t have to be. These feminist characters, then, use a variety of 

means, employing their imaginations and trickery, to enact a transcendence of gender roles. 

The goal is not a  simple reversal of stereotypes, but an empowerment of female characters both 

by claiming roles that are traditionally labelled to belong to boys or men only and by 

embracing and celebrating certain characteristics traditionally linked to femininity, such as 

compassion, interconnectedness, and communication. These child protagonists are not yet 

trapped by the stereotypical practices that still dominate our culture and literature.

The most important aspect of this feminist agenda of empowerment is a reliance on the 

protagonist’s agency and a focus on her evolution towards increased agency. In Trites’ words, 

the protagonist should be “more aware of her own agency, more aware of her ability to assert 

her own personality and to enact her own decisions, at the end of the novel than she was at the 

beginning” (6). This issue is often represented with the metaphor of a  girl or woman finding her 

voice, “whereby empowerment can sometimes have more to do with girls gaining confidence in 

themselves than gaining power over others” (Kapurch 92). In older novels, girls need to  learn 

“the ladylike art of silence”: they have to  learn when to shut up in order to be considered 

mature, thus losing their agency (Trites 7). The protagonist of the feminist children’s novel 

almost always understands the importance of voice, and therefore manages to transcend 

stereotypical representations. She triumphs over whatever system or stricture was repressing 

her by defeating some force of evil (magical or not) or succeeding at a  typically male task, 

eventually learning to  believe in herself despite the doubts of those around her. She then 

becomes one of Cixous’ laughing medusas: a  woman or girl who can laugh at and thus subvert 

the existing order of things (Trites 8).

It is this subversiveness that is  at the heart of both the feminist and the neo-Victorian novel. The 

protagonists of these novels do not simply grow, they grow in power. No longer the passive 

“good girl”, who grows into a prescribed social role, “the feminist protagonist learns to 

recognise and appreciate the power of her own voice. Her awakening is not bestowed on her 

by a male awakener; instead, she wakes herself and discovers herself to be a strong,
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independent, and articulate person” (Trites 7-8). Thus while in pre-feminist novels the prota-

gonist tends to fulfil “a movement from active to passive, from vocal to  silent, the feminist 

protagonist remains active and celebrates her agency and her voice” (Trites 8). It is perhaps 

important to note here that in a feminist context power simply means awareness of one’s own 

agency, using this to  achieve what one wants; not control over other people. Feminist power 

denotes all positive forms of autonomy, self-expression, and self-awareness.

Heine’s article Talking about Books provided me with a checklist of characteristics for a positive 

depiction of gender in children’s novels  that are a useful tool in tracing the differences between 

Alice in Wonderland and Coraline. The first is the depiction of the character’s personal traits.  A 

feminist protagonist has to be complex, with a variety of emotions, abilities, etc. She is also a 

dynamic character who experiences growth in the course of the novel, not just physically, but 

also in knowledge, relationships, and emotions. The second characteristic consists of the issues 

that are important to the character; feminist novels usually deal with issues of gender, body-

image or coming-of-age, and/or with social, political, ethical, or moral concerns. Thirdly, the 

character must have or develop a capacity for problem solving, using a variety of methods and 

strategies and showcasing initiative, strength of character and inner strength. The fourth 

important issue is the character’s relationships with others: the protagonist should put effort in 

establishing and maintaining relationships based on respect, friendship, and the like — not on 

submissiveness and inferiority. The fifth characteristic is a departure from traditional stereotypes 

throughout the story; the protagonist, male or female, is given the opportunity to  rise above 

these stereotypes. Lastly, the protagonist of a  feminist novel often provides a voice for a role, 

culture, ethnicity, etc that is often unheard in children’s literature. Of course, not every feminist 

novel will  exemplify all of these characteristics; however, they can serve as guidelines to define 

the extent to which a certain novel can be seen as feminist (Heine et al. 430).

3.1.4 The Importance of Intertextuality in Feminist Literature

In order to discuss strategies of female empowerment in Coraline as a neo-Victorian adaptation 

of Alice in Wonderland, it is important to  point out the influence of intertextuality on the 

Lacanian process of identity formation or subjectivity. In Lacanian theory, the unconscious mind 

is  constructed like a language; language is the sole determinant of being. Our identities are 

socially constructed by language; it is  not so much that people manipulate language as it is  that 

language manipulates them. As Trites explains, “every individual is  multiply constructed by a 

variety of sociolinguistic forces that act upon her or him, and every individual can occupy 

simultaneously a number of subject positions, some of which can seem at times even 

contradictory. As such, language is fundamental to how women come to  occupy various subject 

positions; the subject has been constructed by the cultural forces of language that have acted 

upon her” (27). 
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This process of constructing identity as subject positions is usually referred to as subjectivity. 

Subjectivity is an important concept when looking at children’s literature from a feminist 

perspective, because it is closely connected to  the concept of agency. Language defines who 

has agency in a text, and how language has shaped that subject’s agency. 

Another concern of many feminists is an individual’s perception of herself in the subject 

position: is a female character allowed agency (Trites 28)? A major criterion of the feminist 

children’s novels, then, is  “the protagonist’s capacity for assuming and retaining the subject 

position within the competing voices of the narrative” (Trites 29). 

Subjectivity can also be explored through an author’s use of intertextuality. As we have 

discussed before, reference to a preexisting text results  in a dialogic tension between two  texts, 

as the adaptation comments on the original. In feminist children’s novels, “intertextuality often 

serves the purpose of underscoring theme in children’s novels, especially themes about 

agency” (Trites 39). Where the original text oppresses females, the feminist author transforms 

the story to emphasise a character’s subjectivity (Trites  45). This process becomes apparent in 

neo-Victorian adaptations of Victorian children’s literature, such as Coraline.  These novels 

create female characters who “gain their strength by rejecting stereotypical expectations that 

girls must be submissive and by exploring their own choices. And in their decision making, each 

of them confronts a central truth about her gender: being female can give her strength” (Trites 

24).

3.2 THE GOTHIC AND THE UNCANNY

Gothic children’s literature has become immensely popular in the last few decades. As Jack 

Zipes phrases it in his introduction to Haunting the Borders, “fear or the pretence of fear has 

become a dominant mode of enjoyment in literature for young people” (1). However, in spite of 

its becoming mainstream, the Gothic streak in children’s literature has not yet garnered a lot of 

critical attention. Many modern texts for children are unequivocally Gothic in form and 

substance, indicating that the topics and themes that are now deemed appropriate for young 

audiences have widened considerably in recent years, as Myers explains (246). This evolution is 

closely linked to the popularity of neo-Victorian novels: as many classic Gothic stories and 

tropes originate in the Victorian era, modern Gothic children’s literature frequently invokes and 

parodies specifically Victorian settings. A good example is the decidedly Victorian manor in 

which Coraline’s apartment is located. In his  introduction to Coraline, Neil  Gaiman explains that 

Coraline’s  house is based on the converted “manor house” that he used to live in in England, 

and on the “gothic old house” that he moved into when he came to America, “with a  turret and 

a wrap-around porch with steps up to it”, built “over a hundred years ago” (Coraline, xiv).
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 It comes as nu surprise, then, that Richard Gooding describes Coraline as creepy, eerie, surreal, 

nightmarish, odd, weird, unsettling, ominous, and macabre (390). 

As Zipes and Myers explain, this fascination for the Gothic, the horrific, and the grotesque in 

children’s literature is nothing new (Myers 246) . In fact, children’s literature was born partly in a 

reaction on adult Gothic romances. These romances dealt with adult sexuality, the perverse, the 

forbidden, religious doubts, and other such themes, and thus were not considered suitable for 

the young. Subsequently, the 18th-century child reader was directed towards educational and 

improving texts (Zipes 1). Children, however, have always had an appetite for what we know 

categorise as the Gothic that was eagerly fed by their nursemaids: “fear ensures docile 

behaviour, and the nursemaids themselves enjoyed these horror stories” (Zipes 1). As such, we 

can say that the Gothic has always been a part of children’s literature, but it has been 

suppressed in favour of morally uplifting texts “that suited the desires of adults to  construct an 

innocent child that could be trained up into a rational adult of Enlightened values” (Zipes 2).

In the late 18th century, a  shift in thinking about childhood, exemplified by philosophers such as 

Locke and Rousseau, made a  specific children’s literature appear necessary for the first time. 

Children’s literature has always existed as a literary polysystem, with two distinct modes existing 

simultaneously: the acceptable and the unacceptable, the literary and the popular. The Gothic, 

then, has mostly had a place in the popular mode. As a result of this position as popular 

literature, perhaps, Zipes reminds us that “Gothic conventions and motifs are remarkable for 

how rapidly and consistently they change, in form and significance” (5). They appear to  be 

particularly responsive to their historical moment and cultural location (Zipes 6). Part of the 

reason for this  “persistence of the Gothic across centuries of children’s literature must be due to 

the ease with which the typical Gothic chronotope can be allegorised as the mind” (Zipes 6). 

The Gothic is very much a  free-floating setting; a place, very often a house, “haunted by a  past 

that remains present” (Zipes 6). The parallel with the child’s mind is inviting; Zipes explains that 

“as a child grows, more and more experiences, good and bad, displace into memory, forming 

the intricate passages where bits of his or her past get lost, only to re-emerge at unexpected 

times. Gothic landscapes and conventions remain familiar to  us because they are, to some 

extent, inside us” (4-5). The Gothic mode, then, can be seen as what he calls “a reactionary form 

of psychic protest against the dominance of reason” (Zipes 82). A concept that is particularly 

interesting when reading Gothic texts as a metaphor for a child’s growth is Freud’s idea of the 

uncanny. Rather than emphasise the quest through enchanted lands made possible by fantasy 

elements, the Gothic emphasises the uncanny aspects of fantasy: “the mysterious and horrifying 

aspects that enchanted spaces and quests obtain in domestic space” (Blackford 84). As Buckley 

points out, Gaiman combines the Victorian elements from his sources with several Freudian 

uncanny motifs (36). I will deal with uncanny elements in Coraline in more detail in the following 

chapter. 
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When tracing the Gothic streak in modern children’s literature, Alice in Wonderland serves as  a 

good example of the difference between a fantasy text and a Gothic text. Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland is arguably the first children’s book that children today still recognise as children’s 

literature and still continue to read. As Zipes states, “Alice disappears down a hole into  a world 

which seems to incite exactly the same kinds of psychoanalytic reading that the Gothic genre as 

a whole insistently calls  for” (3). However, unlike Coraline,  Alice in Wonderland is not a Gothic 

text. Instead, he argues, “the logic that is so displaced in this world, the morals and manners 

that are being overturned, belong to the didactic moral tales that had been designed to take 

the Gothic story’s place” (Zipes 3). What we can see in the Alice books is that when an author 

turns the genre of didactic narrative upside down, the result is not a  return to  the earlier Gothic 

stories, but the beginning of a new literary tradition to which all subsequent children’s literature 

belongs. Modern children’s literature, then, begins with a  pastiche of its own genre conventions 

(Zipes 3).

The Gothic is also indebted to a culture of revolution; thus, the emergence of Gothic can be 

attributed in part to  the efforts of those who wanted “to  throw off the oppressive mantle of 

patriarchal values that suppressed individual freedoms,” but were nevertheless afraid of what 

the consequences of such freedom might be (Coats 83). Perhaps for this same reason, child 

Gothic is characterised by the use of several kinds of humour, “from the exaggerated 

grotesqueries of the villains to the subtle play of parody that has been at the heart of the gothic 

since its inception” (Zipes 4); Gaiman often combines humour and horror, thus inscribing 

Coraline in the legacy of the gothic (Coats 77). One of the areas where such patriarchal values 

were most persistent, of course, are issues of gender. This makes the Gothic mode an ideal 

vehicle for empowerment of girl heroines.

The earlier stories of child gothic portrayed the child as an innocent victim and the evil as 

unambiguously evil. Like the women of the Gothic tales for adults, their stock response was 

flight, and their only hope lay in some external rescue. Modern stories, possibly under influence 

of feminist criteria for children’s literature, “dignify the child by granting him or her complex 

motivations that are not the result of a bland innocence” (Zipes 7). Their child protagonists are 

“in some way implicated in the appearance of Gothic evil in their world — it is  not a purely 

external foe. The characters turn to face the evil  for which they are partly responsible, and work 

to expel it from their world”, a mission which they most often complete successfully (Zipes 7). As 

Zipes explains, Gothic villains are, in a psychoanalytical sense, both ourselves and our 

‘other’ (12).

Gaiman chooses an old-school approach to the way he positions the villain in Coraline. While 

certain modern Gothic works for children have their protagonists embrace their own dark side, 

in Coraline the lines between good and evil are clear; “even when the evil is within, it is soundly 

defeated and expelled by a problem-solving hero or heroine” (Coats 82). 
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This emphasis on humour is important to  note when examining Coraline from a feminist 

perspective. In Coats’  words, “Gaiman’s device of treating what could be a horrible situation 

with a humorous twist is a move that empowers young readers” (82). 

A final remark on the use of the Gothic is that, as was the case with the gender studies as 

described in the previous chapter, Zipes specifically connects  the Gothic tendency in children’s 

literature with techniques of intertextuality and “labyrinthine reference” (6). For instance, the 

gothic story for children is  a distant relative of the cautionary tale. Like these tales, the Gothic 

“warns of the dangers mysteriously close to even the most familiar places,” reminding us “that 

the world is not safe” (Zipes 12). Unlike the cautionary tale, however, the Gothic does not 

reinforce a traditional view of childhood innocence that must be safeguarded, warning children 

that there are boundaries they must never cross. 

The Gothic presents itself as “a challenge to take the hauntedness of our lives as an opportunity 

for strength — the strength to  dream strong dreams, to capture the energy of the gothic villain 

and put it to positive use” (Zipes 13). I will come back to this link between the Gothic and the 

cautionary tale in Coraline in the next chapter, where I will take a closer look at the different 

intertextual sources for Gaiman’s book.

4. Coraline and Alice: Tales of Growing Up

In this chapter I will compare the treatment of a number of themes and tropes in Coraline to 

Alice in Wonderland, in order to trace Gaiman’s strategies of empowerment of his heroine in the 

light the neo-Victorian methods of adaptation and gender theory as explained in the previous 

chapters. Alice is not the only source Gaiman used when writing Coraline. Apart from the 

Victorian tale The New Mother, which I will talk about later, there are elements from fairy tales 

and classic children’s literature such as The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe by C. S. Lewis. I 

chose to  work with Alice as an intertext, mostly because of what Siemann says about the Alice 

books: “both Carroll's original Alice and “the one that we collectively remember” have become 

what Paul Davis calls a “culture-text”. A culture-text “changes as the reasons for its retelling 

change; every new edition, adaptation, parody, or sequel derives from an implicit critical 

perspective. Each rewriting of the culture-text implies a new reading of [the original] text”. Each 

of these retellings, then, is “self-consciously engaged with the act of (re)interpretation, 

(re)discovery, and (re)vision concerning the Victorians” (176). This dialogue with a Victorian text, 

the inclusion of Gothic elements, and the alterations Gaiman makes to the portal  narrative are 

all carefully constructed in order to consciously empower Coraline. 
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In this chapter, I will talk mostly about the psychoanalytical dimension of both Alice and 

Coraline, borrowing both from Lacanian and Freudian theory. Like Robertson does in her 

article, in what follows I will look at Coraline as an “exploration of individual identity”, which is a a 

key theme across most of Gaiman’s work (175). First, however, I  will give a brief account of the 

influence of another important source for Coraline, one that Gaiman himself has admitted was 

the basis for the story. 

Chloe Buckley also  studies Coraline as a neo-Victorian adaptation, describing the novel as 

“Gothic, subversive, macabre and intertextual” (36). She refers to Gaiman’s remark that one of 

the influences for Coraline was an 1882 Victorian cautionary tale by Lucy Lane Clifford, called 

‘The New Mother‘. The story tells of two perfect children and their angelic mother, living in a 

cottage in the woods. One day the girls meet a strange temptress — a girl from the fair — who 

says she will  show them the miniature dancing couple who live inside her pear–drum and will 

tell them a great secret, if they prove they can be naughty enough. Their curiosity gets the 

better of them, and they attempt to be as naughty as they can; their mother then proceeds to 

warn them that — if they continue — she will leave them forever and send a new mother in her 

place, a monstrous creature with glass eyes and a wooden tail. In the end, the children never 

manage the level of naughtiness that would convince the fairground witch to  show them the 

secret, but their mother is  replaced by the New Mother, who then drives them out of their once 

loving home. The children have to spend the rest of their lives in the woods around their house 

(36-7). It is clear that Gaiman borrowed some very distinct traits from this particular tale; 

Coraline’s  Other Mother with her black button eyes is the clearest example. I feel, however, that 

Alice in Wonderland is a more constructive choice as intertext for Coraline. First and foremost, I 

felt that it made more sense to  compare two novels with a single, psychologically defined girl 

protagonist; Clifford’s tale tells about two sisters, and as is habitual for the genre, we do not get 

a very deep insight into their psyche or motivations. They do not even have proper names. The 

second reason why I will not treat Coraline as an adaptation of The New Mother in the 

remainder of this work is the fact that the tale has been largely forgotten; very few, if any, of the 

readers of Coraline today, children and adults alike, will  know Clifford’s tale. Nearly all of them, I 

would dare to  assert, are familiar with some form of the story of Alice in Wonderland, although 

admittedly not necessarily with the original. Lastly, in the light of my focus on feminist criticism 

and Gaiman’s strategies of empowerment, I believe that a comparison between Alice and 

Coraline will  convey the point with more clarity than a  comparison with the sisters in The New 

Mother. As a final  remark, I would like to add that this second source Gaiman used for Coraline 

can serve as an example both of his conscious referencing of the Victorian era for this particular 

novel, and of his extensive use of intertextual referencing in his oeuvre.
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4.1 VICTORIAN FANTASY: ALICE

The Alice books are about growing up. As Suchan explains, this  is  by no means a  simplistic 

statement: after all, a child must undergo severe emotional and physical stress before reaching 

maturity (78). Garland describes the “well-intentioned attempts by critics” such as Auerbach 

Kincaid, and Knoepflmacher “to  read Alice as a subversive, active heroine” as mistaken and 

misguided (23). Instead, she argues, the desiring nature of the male gaze is overtly present in 

the text; her interpretation suggests that the male author sexualised his heroine, and any 

tendency to give the heroine power is a result of his anxieties surrounding her move from 

girlhood into adolescence (Garland 23). Garland is not the only critic who wishes to read Alice 

in Wonderland as a representation of sexual maturation and the author’s views on the topic, and 

similar theories are common with critics taking a psychoanalytical approach to Coraline. In the 

rest of this chapter, I  will argue against these views, focusing instead on the theme of ‘growing 

up’ in the sense of overcoming fears and desires in order to create or discover a sense of 

selfhood. In my opinion, both Alice and Coraline are clearly prepubescent girls, and neither is 

already making the shift into adulthood that would invite these sexualised readings.

As I have mentioned before, fantasy became a strong tradition in Britain in the second half of 

the nineteenth century because of the work of such writers as Lewis Carroll, Charles Kingsley, 

and George MacDonald, who reacted against the fact that all literature for children discouraged 

imagination and only attempted to  teach (Nikolajeva 2003: 139). They were, in fact,  contrasting 

fairy tales with moral and informational literature (Geer 7). As McGillis  states, “Victorian 

children's books generally use the "other" world for both fantastic adventure and moral 

teaching, but they make clear their deeply felt suspicion of fantasy adventure” (19). For a great 

number of Victorian writers for children, dreams were acceptable during childhood, but to  be 

set aside when one matures (McGillis 19). This view encompassed literature for both girls and 

boys; the roles they were expected to  take on as adults may have been very different, but 

responsibility and common sense were characteristics of good men and women. There was 

little place for fantasy and imagination in the Victorian version of Enlightenment philosophy. 

These views led to a tendency to  diminish adventure, "to reduce it to moral statement, and in 

the process, devalue it. Once the adventure in a fantastic realm is over, it is best to leave it 

behind, perhaps even to forget it” (McGillis 19).

I will treat this attitude towards fantasy in more detail further in this chapter; it is, however, 

important to note here that it is exactly because of this attitude that many of these Victorian 

fantasy novels have a satirical or humorous undertone. In Alice in Wonderland, Carroll 

consistently parodies Victorian society “in the sound-over-sense didacticism advocated by the 

Duchess” (Reichertz 24). Another example is Carroll’s description of Alice, who  is aware that she 

should never drink from a strange bottle because it might be poison: “However, this bottle was 
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not marked ‘poison,’  so  Alice ventured to taste it, and, finding it very nice (it had, in fact, a sort of 

mixed flavour of cherry-tart, custard, pine-apple, roast turkey, toffy, and hot buttered toast), she 

very soon finished it off” (Alice 13-4). As Pennington explains, “the humour here is subtle, but it 

is  also self-conscious, a parody of children’s educational warnings on how to be safe” (88). In his 

Alice stories, Carroll  parodies the whole didactic tradition of children’s writing, creating in the 

Alice books an original fantasy world that ridicules past narratives and conventions (Pennington 

89). The expectations and judgments as described in the book “reflect the Victorian social code, 

the hypocrisy of believing that what is right is whatever is proper form” (Stowell 5). However, as 

Stowell notes, “although Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland is satirical, it is not a  satire. Its form, 

its organising principle, is a metaphoric process through which Alice grows up (5). Her 

encounters with the Queen and the Mad Hatter are in fact encounters with her own capacity for 

irrationality and aggression. She must meet these characters in order to deal with her 

frustrations with “being a good little girl" and doing what is asked of her even when she 

recognises it as unfair and absurd (3). 

Alice in Wonderland is a case in point.  Carroll’s Wonderland, “the zany, the mad, the anarchic 

"other" world where aboveground certainties, social niceties, rules of decorum, and adult 

preoccupation with hierarchy, prestige, and justice are turned upside down” and where 

“survival depends on how swiftly one can turn an axis into axes or adapt to a game in which all 

the objects are alive” is a celebration of nonsense, fantasy, and imagination (McGillis 20). Alice’s 

attitude towards this world is telling: she cannot accept an overturning of the rules she has 

come to  accept as natural,  and thus won’t take part in the ‘mad’  activity of Wonderland; she 

rarely, if ever, sees the fun in the antics of those she meets. Where Wonderland represents 

Carroll's intense delight in adventure, the character of Alice represents his equally strong 

adherence to certitude and community (McGillis 20). In a sense, Carroll finds himself in much 

the same position as the children for whom he wrote his  books: he, too, is allowed to indulge in 

his fancies and adventurous tendencies only through children’s literature.

Perhaps this is why he ends the novel with the vision of Alice’s sister in which Alice becomes a 

storyteller: for him, writing or telling stories is  the compromise, where one is able to  control the 

journey away from the familiar world, where as an adventurer one would risk their life and sanity 

(McGillis 20). However, another possible interpretation of this dream vision the book ends with, 

is  as an example of the domesticating tendency of Victorian fantasy literature. Fantasy as a 

genre has a strong tendency toward subversion, or transgression, of all sorts of boundaries; this 

tendency can be felt in fantasy stories ranging from old fairy tales to  contemporary fantasy 

fiction, both for children and adults. The Victorian era, on the other hand, with their pertinent 

insistence on morality, never seem to manage to  sustain a commitment to the pleasures of 

fantasy and the imagination all the way through their stories. Sooner or later they all turned their 

fairytales into moral lessons. 
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 Carroll’s Alice books, for all their imaginative qualities, are no exception. As in the works by his 

contemporaries, Wonderland as an utopia  world is threatened by the child’s growth. Alice 

grows out of Wonderland; the child who masters the enchanted world must come home 

(Blackford 56). One could read the aggression that Alice meets in Wonderland as her own 

repressed anarchism, “an anarchism suggested by her repeated identification with the 

predatory cat Dinah, who kills bats and mice and birds; it is Alice's long-suppressed outburst of 

anger at her primary female rival, the Queen of Hearts, that finally dissolves her dream and 

returns her to an unquestioning world of teacups and governesses” (Knoepflmacher 15). Alice 

herself, as a good Victorian heroine, seems content with this arrangement; “she will finally get 

the tea she had been denied in Wonderland”. (Geer 6) After all,  Alice is not a child “with a 

"tabula rasa" innocence and natural curiosity about the workings of the world; she is more like a 

literal-minded adult who  expects the world to  operate according to the logic and rules she has 

learned” (Suchan 81).

As Suchan explains, “the values that make Alice an alien in Wonderland are exactly those values 

that guarantee the stability of Victorian social structure” (79). Alice has already internalised 

these values, and as a result remains an alien because she keeps on offending the animals. “Her 

sadistic treatment of the Wonderland animals, her refusal to accept the nonsense and chaos 

which is a ‘given’ in Wonderland, and her persistence in interjecting rational, above-ground 

values into  the Wonderland environment cause the animals to reject her” (Suchan 79). 

Ultimately, Alice is a static character: she cannot learn from her mistakes, and eventually has to 

destroy her dream and return to  the aboveground world to  escape her estranged situation 

(Suchan 80).  Suchan then concludes that “it is doubtful that Alice matures at all during her 

Wonderland journey” (85); however, I believe that this is  a misinterpretation of the facts. From 

our perspective as modern-day readers, this clinging to  Victorian values — values which we no 

longer subscribe to — is  a mistake on the part of Alice: as a society we encourage fantasy in 

children and thus also in literary children. From a Victorian perspective, however, Alice’s attitude 

is  one of both relative strength and decency. She is strong enough to defy the crazy creatures of 

Wonderland, who can be read as personifications of certain undesirable aspects of her own 

psyche, and break away from the dream world which attempts to undermine her good 

manners.

4.2 MODERN EMPOWERMENT: CORALINE

Coraline is, in many ways, a reply to this aspect of Alice’s character. Gaiman mocks the Victorian 

moral by attributing it to  the Other Mother. For instance, when the Other Mother comes to fetch 

Coraline out of the space behind the mirror, she speaks like a true Victorian adult: “‘(…) You 

needed to be taught a lesson, but we temper our justice with mercy here, we love the sinner 

and we hate the sin. Now, if you will be a good child who loves her mother, be compliant and 
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fair-spoken, you and I shall understand each other perfectly well” (Coraline 108). By putting 

these words in the mouth of the villain of the book, a villain whom, as I  will explain later, is a 

representation of Coraline’s own desires and fears, Gaiman, I believe, is suggesting that 

Coraline as a heroine fights and defeats these stereotypical,  overly moralising characteristics of 

Victorian children’s literature.

Coraline is Neil Gaiman’s innovative version of a so-called ‘portal narrative’, a familiar narrative 

pattern featuring a border between real and fantasy worlds, “which in adolescent fiction allows 

for the construction of a safe milieu for the playing out of Id fantasies” (Gooding 393). In the 

pattern’s simplest form, the border is very strict, and “the gateway is typically stable, though 

only intermittently open” (Gooding 393). These conventional characteristics of the portal 

pattern usually impose strict boundaries between real and fantasy worlds, thereby limiting the 

occurrence of uncanny effects within the fantasy realm. In Coraline, however, Gaiman begins to 

blur these boundaries almost immediately. The description of Coraline’s surroundings in the 

first paragraphs emphasises agedness and a certain degree of decay; the mist is described as a 

‘blindness’; the man upstairs is decidedly strange, with his talk of a mouse circus; and the adults 

never pronounce Coraline’s name correctly, referring to  her as Caroline instead, in spite of her 

attempts to correct them. The uncanny elements in the book are made explicit for the first time 

during an episode early in the book. When Coraline is “almost asleep” (Coraline 11), she hears a 

noise and gets up to investigate. At one point, noticing that her shadow “looked like a thin giant 

woman” (Coraline 11), she passes by her parents’ bedroom, follows a moving shadow that she 

thinks might be a spider, and finds that the drawing-room door, which she is certain her mother 

closed earlier, is now ajar. When she returns to  bed, she dreams of “black shapes with little red 

eyes and sharp yellow teeth” (Coraline 12) that sing a variation of the song she will soon hear in 

The Other House: “We are small but we are many; We are many we are small; We were here 

before you rose; We will be here when you fall” (Coraline 12-3). Gooding argues that the verses 

indicate that Coraline will fail before “powers that are both ancient and enduring”, and that she 

will have to deal with “forces of fragmentation and disintegration” (394). As in Alice in 

Wonderland, identity is not fixed in this story.

4.2.1 The Uncanny

Freud’s concept of the uncanny is particularly helpful in explaining “both the text’s appeal, and 

its creepy uneasiness” (Rudd 2). For Freud, the unheimlich occurs “when repressed infantile 

complexes have been revived by some impression, or when the primitive beliefs we have 

surmounted seem once more to  be confirmed”. The uncanny object, then, elicits a “morbid 

anxiety” that emerges “irrespective of whether it originally aroused dread or some other affect”, 

thus signaling the return of “a phase of individual development corresponding to [the]  animistic 

stage in primitive men” ( qtd. in Gooding 394). The young child’s sensitivity to the uncanny is 
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limited because the process of repression is still ongoing and she or he has not yet overcome 

the animistic stage of development (Gooding 391). Gaiman’s use of the uncanny is linked to 

Coraline’s  renegotiation of her relationship with her parents. As Gooding explains, his 

“decidedly unsettling handling of a narrative form that has traditionally offered comfort and 

closure to  fantasy constitutes an important technical  innovation that opens new pathways of 

inquiry into  the relationship between maturation and repression” (392). The uncanny, according 

to Freud, is also “that class of the frightening which leads back to what is known of old and long 

familiar”. In other words, it is not concerned with monsters, but with things much closer to 

home, which are far more disturbing (Rudd 5). The Other House is  “a near-literal manifestation 

of the unheimlich: a  home that is familiar but unknown, an instance of what ought to have 

remained hidden and secret, and yet comes to light” (Freud qtd. in Gooding 402). The addition 

of the Gothic house adds another layer to the uncanny symbolism; it can be read, as Rudd 

demonstrates, as a pun on the word unheimlich by providing us with a house that is unheimlich 

(4). The doubling that Gaiman so  elaborately uses in Coraline is a key element of the uncanny 

which undermines our sense of individuality (Rudd 4). Another Freudian characteristic Gaiman 

employs in Coraline is the breaching of the divide between animate and inanimate (Rudd 5); we 

can see this happen in both directions when toys come alive and the Other Father degenerates 

into a doughy lump.

 The Other World that Gaiman’s Coraline discovers on the other side of the doorway is a perfect 

copy of her own house, making it a near-literal manifestation of the Unheimlich. As Myers states, 

the house is so familiar to Coraline that at first she thinks that she has not left at all: “the carpet 

beneath her feet was the same carpet they had in their flat, the wallpaper was the same 

wallpaper they had, the picture hanging in the hall was the same that they had hanging in their 

hallway at home. She knew where she was: she was in her own home. She hadn’t left” (Coraline 

33). She does not realise that she is in an alternate dimension until she notices that the painting 

on the wall looks different: “the picture they had in their own hallway showed a boy in old-

fashioned clothes staring at some bubbles. but now the expression on his face was different— 

he was looking at the bubbles as if he was planning on doing something very nasty indeed to 

them. And there was something peculiar about his eyes” (Coraline  33). The Other Parents, 

doppelgängers of Coraline’s real parents, also have disturbing eyes. Myers notes that it is “their 

uncanny likeness to Coraline’s Real Parents that makes them so profoundly creepy” (249). 

Interestingly, this uncanny likeness will start to dissolve as the story continues; the Other Father, 

together with other characters like Miss Spink and Miss Forcible, start losing their form 

altogether, and right before Coraline escapes from the Other World, she remarks: “The other 

mother did not look anything at all like her own mother. She wondered how she had ever been 

deceived into imagining a resemblance. The other mother was huge — her head almost 

brushed the ceiling of the room — and very pale, the colour of a spider’s belly. Her hair writhed 

and twined about her head, and her teeth were sharp as knives…” (Coraline 154-155).
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Most of Freud’s  key elements of the uncanny are, in fact, present in this story: “doubles, the 

dead, talking animals, toys coming to life, the constant threat of blindness and mutilation, the 

apparent reading of Coraline’s mind, immediate wish fulfilment, and so on” (Gooding 394). The 

very fact that the Other World and everything in it is a bizarre, nightmarish transformation of the 

real world indicates the extent to which Gaiman relied on the uncanny as a driving force behind 

the story. The Other Mother is not only an uncanny replica of Coraline’s “real, wonderful, 

maddening, infuriating, glorious mother” (Coraline 159); the powers she possesses are entirely 

uncanny. This explains at the same time their strength and their limits; in Coraline’s own words, 

“[the other mother] couldn’t truly make anything (…). She could only twist and copy and distort 

things that already existed” (Coraline 141). As soon as she comes to  this realisation, Coraline 

knows where the Other Mother hid her parents: she “found herself wondering why the other 

mother would have placed a snow-globe on the drawing-room mantelpiece; a place that, in her 

own world, was quite bare” (Coraline 141).  She now understands the nature of the Other 

Mother’s powers: the Other Mother has no imagination, and takes no pleasure in the art of 

creating itself; anything that she did not just copy from the real house, then, must have a 

specific function. Coraline can only come to this  understanding because she still possesses 

what Rudd calls her ‘awry look’, her imagination and individuality, a trait that poses a threat to 

the Other Mother because it can reveal that which she wants to remain hidden; and this  is 

exactly what Coraline would lose if she were to accept the black button replacements.

An interesting dichotomy that is represented in Coraline’s use of the uncanny is the different 

responses of adult and child readers to the book. While many adult readers undoubtedly 

perceive the story as uncanny, children are theoretically less sensitive to this  paradigm. 

Coraline, with whom younger readers are likely to  identify, seems mostly immune to feelings of 

uncanniness (Gooding 394).

For instance, the living toys in the Other Bedroom are just interesting to  her. Gaiman 

consciously maintains a concrete prose style throughout the book, with a  strong emphasis on 

visual and auditory experience, limited attention to  abstractions and introspection, and simple, 

repetitive syntax. This style serves a twofold goals: as  Gooding explains, it “accommodates the 

young reader’s capacities and interests, but the style also delicately identifies the limits of 

Coraline’s  self-awareness” (395), and, I would add, the evolution these limits are subjected to 

over the course of the story. When describing Coraline’s emotions, Gaiman mostly uses what 

Gooding calls “psychonarration”: a  narrative mode designed to convey “the unconscious, the 

vague, the unuttered feelings, by finding adequate linguistic expressions for them” (Nikolajeva 

qtd in Gooding, 395). Especially at the beginning of the story, “Coraline either does not 

understand or cannot confront her feelings, and the narrator teases out her emotions in a 

variety of ways” (Gooding 395). For instance, Coraline’s emotions are often presented in their 

physical manifestations: her heart pounds, she clenches her fists or she pushes herself back in 

her chair. 
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Occasionally, the narrator intervenes to characterise Coraline’s feelings more fully than she 

herself can express; in these cases, he does emphasise the cognitive aspects rather than what 

Gooding terms “blunt affect” (395). On the whole, after she has encountered the degenerate 

forms of Miss Spink and Miss Forcible, “the language of emotion becomes much more specific, 

with words like “afraid” (101), “scared” (102)  , and “worried” (108) specifying Coraline’s  feelings, 

and terms like “revulsion” (110), “horror” (110, 147), and “angrily” (145)  attaching themselves to 

her physical responses and speech” (Gooding 399). 

Despite Coraline’s characteristic emotional restraint, there are a number of uncanny elements in 

The Other House that she does respond to, signalling complications to her psychic 

development (Gooding 400). Coraline’s first journey into  the Other House, brought about by 

her parents’  absence, can be read as an answer to  an anger and fear that is implied but never 

spoken out loud: she is angry at her parents for ignoring her, and afraid that the increasing 

independence they demand of her will amount to  rejection and abandonment. The Other 

House, then, is a place where all  wishes are fulfilled and all Coraline’s complaints against her 

parents are answered; in the words of the Other Mother, “We’re here to love you and feed you 

and play with you and make your life interesting” (Coraline 71). The promise, if Coraline is 

willing to exchange her eyes for buttons, is also “for ever and always” (Coraline 54). The Other 

Parents only manifest themselves when Coraline begins to feel that she is no longer the centre 

of her parents’  world, signalling that everything that happens to Coraline afterwards is the result 

of her unconscious desires (Myers 247). In order to overcome her fear of parental 

abandonment, Coraline must learn to distinguish “between a love that recognises and accepts 

otherness and the parasitic substitute that destroys difference” (Myers 247). The Other Mother, 

as the cat and the ghost children confirm, doesn’t really know the difference between loving 

and consuming. Coraline’s struggle against this annihilation impersonated by the Other Mother 

is fundamentally a struggle against her own desire for dependency and identification (10). 

Coraline develops an increased sense of awareness by using a combination of several 

strategies: “reflecting on past experiences, assimilating and employing previously acquired 

knowledge, and articulating her feelings to the cat. Each of these techniques is foregrounded 

by Gaiman in order to ensure that his reader is fully aware of the complex processes behind his 

heroine’s development” (Myers 250). An important element in this development are her 

attempts to construct her own identity as brave. These attempts bring about a heightened 

awareness of her own emotions, as can be seen when she experiences failure and “cold loss” 

when the rat steals the soul of the third child (Gooding 398). 

Coraline’s  decision to go  back to the alternate realm to rescue her parents stems not from a 

sense of duty, but from a memory that she has of when her father saved her from a swarm of 

wasps (Myers 250). In Lacanian terms, this episode as she recounts to the cat is crucial for her 

entry into the symbolic order and the construction of her identity. Her father’s explanation of the 
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morality of bravery becomes a  reference point for two of her defining qualities: bravery and the 

capacity to explore (13). In this light, Gooding explains, we can also see “Coraline’s first 

entrance into  The Other House [as being] of a piece with her imagined identity as an explorer”, 

making it a “characteristic act of defiance against adult prohibitions” — just like how she sets off 

to find the dangerous well as soon as she is told to stay away from it (397). Coraline’s reaction 

when the cat questions her about the relevance of the story is also telling: she seems a  little 

confused and retreats to  the position that she is rescuing her parents simply because they are 

her parents. The use of the cat is crucial in conveying Coraline’s state of mind to  the reader: her 

understanding of the nature of identity derives from her challenging conversations with the cat 

(Myers 250). Gooding sees the cat as the physical manifestation of the emotions Coraline now 

recognises but must not show (399). This would also  explain why he is capable of walking 

between the two worlds and always remain himself, as Coraline herself does.

Upon her return, Coraline has become more independent, more aware of her feelings, more 

certain of herself, both emotionally and physically, and more engaged with the world. She has 

also successfully renegotiated her relationship with her parents — recognising, for instance, “that 

her increasing independence and engagement with the outside world miraculously entails no 

loss of their affection or approval” (Gooding 400). The classical portal narrative would have 

concluded here, with the problems represented by the fantasy world resolved and the child 

protagonist safely returned home. It is  exactly at this  point, however, where Gaiman leaves his 

sources behind and innovates the genre. Gaiman allows the real world to be infected by the 

psychic forces at play in The Other House. I will return to  this intrusion of the Gothic uncanny 

upon the real world later in this chapter. First I will discuss the villains and friends of both 

Coraline and Alice, comparing their respective functions in each story.

4.2.2 Monsters and Friends

In her article Images of Evil,  Veglahn explores the function and psychological meanings of 

figures of personified evil in fantasy literature, attributing specific relevance to  the fact that 

these ‘monsters’  are very often of the same sex as the protagonist. In stories in which a young 

protagonist struggles against an evil  force, either in an imagined world or in a situation where 

the supernatural finds a way into the "real" world, these monsters are the embodiments of evil, 

meaning that they are represented as perversions of human personality (Veglahn 108). As 

Veglahn states, “the monsters in these heroic fantasies take many physical shapes and operate 

through a  variety of personal styles, from the whimsical and only slightly menacing to  the 

genuinely terrifying “(109). 
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Coraline’s  Other Mother clearly is  such a monster, and so  is the Queen of Hearts in Alice in 

Wonderland. The Queen is a “negative and frightening character who dominates the dark side 

of both books, against whom Alice must struggle” (Veglahn 109). From Carroll’s perspective, 

defined by the time and culture in which he lived, the Queen is a  nightmare image of a 

domineering wife, “a domestic tyrant who screams her husband into  submission” (Veglahn 111). 

Like many of the female monsters created by male authors, she is an angry woman driven by 

emotion, as opposed to the ‘male’ rationality that the Victorians valued so strongly. Male 

monsters tend to be frightening in their cold, cruel  rationality, while the women are 

unreasonable, overly passionate, and treacherous; in the case of the Red Queen, this is 

depicted as a desire to behead everyone who annoys her and a nasty habit of cheating at 

croquet.

In a sense, Veglahn argues, these stories are a first step towards the ideal of literary androgyny. 

The protagonists of Golden Age fantasy stories, such as Alice, triumph over evil when they 

move away from the stereotypical behaviour of their own sex and use the weapons of the other 

side. Alice, for instance, is an extremely reasonable girl, almost excessively so, in order to cope 

with the illogical and chaotic world she finds herself in. She quickly learns not to let her 

emotions get the better of her; when she does, she almost drowns in a sea of her own tears 

(117). By adopting rationality, a characteristic that the Victorians (and, incidentally, many people 

today)  firmly categorised as male, she manages to find her way home. Conversely, the article 

explains, male protagonists defeat their hyper-rational male enemies by emphasising their 

ability to love and feel compassion, traits that are stereotypically female.

I would argue that the Other Mother embodies the negative female characteristics that in Alice 

are represented through two different female characters: the Duchess and the Queen of Hearts. 

While the Queen, as I have already explained, embodies evil, anger, and the like, the Duchess 

can be interpreted as a Jungian ‘terrible mother’, or as Stowell states it,  the Ugly or Negative 

Mother. As negative mother, she can be compared to the stepmother or the wicked witch of a 

more traditional fairy tale: she lacks the ability to  handle her child with the expected warmth 

and care, and represents the unloving, rejecting side of the feminine (Stowell 7). The Duchess's 

actions are the very epitome of the non-maternal, making them threatening and perhaps 

terrifying, but Carroll undercuts the ominousness of this character, first by having the baby turn 

into a pig and later by revealing the Duchess to be terrified of the Queen (Gibson 178). In 

Coraline, the Other Mother fulfils both these roles; by battling  her, Coraline must not only come 

to terms with the negative sides of her own personality, but also with her fears of abandonment 

by her mother. 

As I have mentioned earlier, the Other Mother can be read as a personification of Coraline’s 

regressive desires. What Claire Kahane describes as a key element of the Gothic can easily 

double as a description of the Other Mother: “the spectral presence of a dead-undead mother, 
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archaic and all-encompassing, a ghost signifying the problematics of femininity which the 

heroine must confront” (qtd. in Coats 85). Coats thematises a psychological ambivalence that all 

young girls have to  deal with: on the one hand, there is the desire to remain in a dyadic 

relationship with their mothers; on the other, they experience a desire to break away and 

explore things on their own (86). In the case of Coraline, the conflict between her and her 

mother starts on a rainy day, where Coraline cannot continue with her identity-building as an 

explorer, making her want her mother’s attention more than usual. Unlike the two sisters in The 

New Mother, Coraline is not naughty, nor does she desire to be. She is just bored. In this light, 

Coraline’s  boredom in the beginning of the story is especially relevant: “boredom starts as a 

regular crisis in the child’s developing capacity to  be alone in the presence of the 

mother” (Coats 86). Up to a certain point, the developing child is so entangled with the mother 

that he or she cannot distinguish between his or her own desire and that of the mother. As 

Coats explains, “when a child develops a  capacity to be bored, he or she has entered a 

transitional state where he/she is developing a separate sense of self, a need to assert his or her 

desires over and against the desires of the mother (Coats 86). Boredom, then, is the wish for a 

desire.

In the long process of becoming a subject, the child needs to develop his or her own desires, 

and sometimes that project momentarily fails (Coats 87). Coraline finds herself at a liminal 

moment in that process: she has been cut off from her parents’  desire, but is not yet sure of her 

own. Coats interprets the passage into the Other World in this light: Coraline’s mother shows 

her daughter the key and explains that the door leads nowhere, showing her the brick wall 

behind it. When her mother leaves, however, Coraline can enter the portal: this indicates that 

the Other world is not the space of a shared desire, but one that Coraline must pursue on her 

own in order to mature (87). 

Coraline’s  experience in the Other Mother’s world charts the development of a sophisticated 

sense of desire (Coats 87). At first, the Other World seems perfect; all of her desires are met 

with things she likes and finds fascinating. It soon becomes clear, though, that she will never be 

allowed to be bored here; she will never be allowed to  want, to desire anything of her own. 

Instead, she will only be a part of her other mother’s desire. 

This is  made explicit, as Coats explains when she discovers that everything around the house 

has been copied, by the Other Mother, and that the world ends where the Other Mother 

stopped making it; if Coraline were to stay here, she would quite literally become confined to 

her other mother’s desire (87). As the cat explains when he states that “‘She wants something to 

love, I think (…). Something that isn’t her. She might want something to eat as well. It’s hard to 

tell with creatures like that’” (Coraline 76), the Other Mother can only see love as a  regressive 

desire to consume. The ghost children did not understand fast enough that desire doesn’t work 

by getting everything you want. Coraline, on the other hand, “is as resistant to  the Other 
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Mother’s desire as she is to her father’s recipes” (Coats 87). The ghost children prove that 

dissolution of the self is  a real threat in Coraline. They are nothing but ghosts, “snake skins and 

spider husks” (Coraline 101)  who have forgotten their names and even whether they were once 

male or female (Buckley 42). When Coraline saves their souls, she restores their individual 

identities. 

After escaping the Other World, Coraline eventually manages to rid herself of the hand by 

using what she has learned about the Other Mother while trapped in the her world: the Other 

Mother is unable to  resist going after what she wants (Coats 89). The clever trick that she uses to 

lure the Other Mother to the abandoned well is  “a  reenactment of the strategy of “protective 

coloration,” a form of camouflage employed by animals to  ward off predators in the wild of 

which she became aware while watching nature programs on television” (Myers 250). This 

scene is relevant to  this discussion of Coraline’s empowerment. This time, she does not have 

any help; whereas in the Other World, she could at least count on the cat and, when escaping, 

on her parents and the ghost children, in the real world she is on her own. She then proceeds to 

use information that she gathered independently in order to stage a perfect trap for the Other 

Mother, thus effectively using her own mind and abilities to lock her regressive fears and desires 

in the well.

One of the differences between Coraline and Alice in Wonderland is the way each book deals 

with the issue of family. Whereas in Coraline the psychological conflict that lies at the base of 

the plot is caused by Coraline’s changing attitudes towards her parents, in the Alice books, as 

Bates reminds us, there are strikingly few references to either home or family (54). The only 

family members that are mentioned in the book are Alice’s older sister, and her cat Dinah. After 

she has fallen down the rabbit hole, Alice does not worry that her family will miss her, nor, 

apparently, does she miss them; the only above-ground ‘person’  on her mind is  Dinah (Bates 

54). Upon arrival in Wonderland, Alice is entirely alone, without so  much as a cat for company—

that is, until she meets the Cheshire Cat; she is, however, fearless. Bates categorises Alice in 

Wonderland as a part of a long tradition of tales dealing with young girls who are separated 

from their home and families, overcome a number of obstacles or trials, and ultimately triumph. 

On these journeys, they learn to  rely on their personal strength and become more 

independent, while also learning to take care of others — surprisingly, often the men or boys of 

the story. Personally, I don’t think the Alice stories quite fit this pattern. Alice wanders aimlessly; 

she does not have a specific goal to achieve or someone she attempts to save. 

Rather, she went down the rabbit hole in pursuit of the White Rabbit, and follows him afterwards 

out of curiosity; curiosity is also the only reason why she wishes to  visit the beautiful garden that 

she can see through the tiny door at the beginning of the story. I would also not argue that she 

overcomes trials in the same way that the fairy tale heroines that Bates uses as examples do. 

However, to a certain extent, she does take care of herself,  thus demonstrating her developing 
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independence, and she does encounter various creatures in need, notably all male, whom she 

assists (Bates 59). Another difference with other tales, notably in children’s literature (as 

opposed to  fairy and folk tales)  is that these girl  protagonists, such as Wendy from Peter Pan or 

Dorothy from The Wizard of Oz, for instance, feel a certain amount of sadness when they have 

to leave their new friends behind in order to return home. Alice does not have this problem; she 

leaves her fantasy world without regret; she is eager to  turn her back on the Queen and her 

ridiculous court, and has no further interest in the White Rabbit or concern for the Cheshire Cat 

whom she had referred to as her friend (Bates 62). 

The Cheshire Cat is one of the characters from Alice in Wonderland which Gaiman clearly felt 

inspired by; the cat in Coraline is  very similar to  the Cheshire Cat — albeit slightly more sarcastic. 

In her article Devils, Demons, Familiars, Friends: Towards a Semiotics of Literary Cats, Maria 

Nikolajeva explains that cats have always had a prominent place in our stories, where they are 

often perceived as semiotic signs rather than realistic animals (2009: 249). Their particular 

twofold status as alternating between benevolent and evil and the tendency to ascribe them 

mystical and magical powers has led to their presence in all  forms and genres of literature 

(Nikolajeva 2009: 249). Children’s fantasy is  certainly no exception. And the Cheshire Cat is 

without a doubt one of the most famous literary felines in children’s literature, and arguably, in 

all literature (Nikolajeva 2009: 257).

The Cheshire cat is Alice's only real ally in Wonderland, because he alone is unlike the other 

Wonderland animals (Suchan 87). He occupies a peculiar position that Rudd refers to  as the 

Lacanian therapist (15); he understands both the chaos that is the ordinary order of events in 

Wonderland and Alice’s need for morals, structure, and rules. Stowell describes him as an 

incarnation of the Trickster, whose shape in the dreamworld of Alice’s unconscious can be seen 

as a transformation of Dinah (7). I find this a very plausible hypothesis, mostly because Dinah is 

the only real-world character that Alice seems to care much about; her sister or other family 

members are never mentioned while she is in Wonderland. Dinah is, in fact, a strange figure. 

She is the only above-ground character whom Alice mentions repeatedly, and notably almost 

always in terms of her eating some smaller animal. Auerbach believes that she functions “as a 

personification of Alice’s own subtly cannibalistic hunger” (36). This is relevant as the core of 

Alice’s nature in Wonderland, too, seems to lie in her mouth: “the eating and drinking that 

direct her size changes and motivates much of her behaviour, the songs and verses that pop out 

of her inadvertently, are all involved with things entering and leaving her mouth” (Auerbach 39). 

I will return to this topic further in this thesis, where I will compare the use of food and imagery 

of orality in Alice and Coraline.
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Apart from his position as Trickster, Stowell  also  sees the Cheshire Cat as the Wonderland-

version of Dinah. Nikolajeva, however, has a different theory. She starts by stating that if we 

interpret Wonderland as Alice’s mindscape, “a projection of the real, familiar cat into the 

alternative world should retain its gender” (2009: 257). Dinah in the real world is a female cat; 

the Cheshire cat is consistently addressed as ‘he’. As an incarnation of Dinah, one would also 

expect the Cat to have a different function. In the story, he is obviously the Trickster; if he 

represented Dinah, whom Alice constructs as a  liminal figure, both cat and human, and a 

tangible link between Wonderland and home, he should have turned out to be her Old Wise 

Woman, guiding Alice through the rite of passage (Nikolajeva 2009: 257). Nikolajeva, then, 

casts the Cheshire cat as a self-portrait of the author as the “benevolent companion that acts as 

Alice’s protector in an unfamiliar and bizarre world”, the mythical guide who explains the rules 

of the game, or rather the absence thereof (2009: 258).

The Cheshire Cat, then, serves as Alice’s guide through Wonderland in a shape that she is 

familiar with, albeit with “very long claws and a great many teeth” (Stowell 4).The unnamed cat 

in Coraline has a similar function: he provides Coraline with important information that helps 

her overcome the Other Mother. Unlike the Cheshire Cat, however, Coraline’s cat seems to 

possess the strange ability to walk freely between the real and the Other world; he is “not the 

other anything” (Coraline 44) but quite simply himself. Furthermore, where the Cheshire Cat 

only provides Alice with very basic advice about Wonderland — he seems to enjoy watching her 

struggle with it on her own — Coraline’s cat has a much more active role in the story. In the real 

world, he shows her to the mirror when her parents disappear, making her realise what needs 

to be done; in the Other World, he gives her the advice to challenge the Other Mother, catches 

the rat who tries to steal the soul-marble, and even allows himself to be used as a projectile to 

attack the Other Mother directly to provide Coraline with enough time to make her escape. 

I believe that this difference between the two cats  is  a reflection of the ultimately very different 

functions Alice’s and Coraline’s trips to their respective other worlds. Victorian convention 

demands that Alice overcomes the outlandish fantasy of Wonderland in order to become a 

sensible adult; the Cat, with his eternal grin and cryptical comments, adds to the frustration that 

will eventually allow her to stand up to the Queen, grow up (rather literally, in fact) and leave 

Wonderland for the real world. In Coraline, the Other World does not represent the childish 

fantasy she has to learn to repress in order to mature, but rather the fears she needs to  leave 

behind. The cat, who incidentally prefers sarcasm over the Cheshire Cat’s absurd humour, is 

there to help her make sense of the motives of the Other Mother and consequently of the fears 

and desires she has to  overcome in order to get back home. Where the Cheshire Cat is very 

much the voice of the author, gently pushing Alice to  see and resist the absurdity of 

Wonderland and curb her imagination, the cat in Coraline encourages Coraline to use her 

imagination and overcome her fears, and occasionally plays an active role in helping her 

achieve that goal.
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4.2.3 Food and Orality

Food and oral imagery play a  crucial role in both Coraline and Alice in Wonderland. In what 

follows, I will discuss the psychoanalytical meaning of this food theme and compare the way it 

either adds to or discourages the heroines’ strategies of empowerment. 

Many of Wonderland’s most memorable moments concern the consumption of food, making it 

a very important element when tracing issues of desire and subjectivity within the story (Garland 

25). Garland argues that the treatment of food and hunger in Alice in Wonderland are a way to 

disempower Alice and deny her agency. The male author does not acknowledge the heroine’s 

hunger and has her consume without appetite in an attempt to  maintain her purity as a girl 

child. Alice eats the objects marked “Eat Me” simply because she has been instructed to, 

without expressing any hunger. This is  an example of Carroll exercising this desiring control 

over his heroine (Garland 28). As a result, “appetite and satisfaction are the crux of desire in the 

text, issues of gender, sexuality, and power being expressed via the portrayal  of these two 

important aspects” (32). According to Garland, “Alice is continually following (the male author’s) 

instruction. She consumes a bottle marked “Drink Me” simply because it directs her to  do so 

and this forms the basis for the pattern of eating and drinking: something will presumably 

happen if she does, but it is unclear what that something actually is” (32).  She concludes by 

saying that “Carroll’s  heroine is not the active, feminist child some critics have long held her to 

be. Instead, Alice is a passive heroine who  is denied her own feelings of hunger in order to 

satisfy a desiring male gaze” (Garland 37). However, I do not entirely agree with this view on the 

role of food in Alice in Wonderland. After all, Alice eventually does come to terms with the 

strange effects Wonderland food has on her; the pieces she takes from the mushroom allow her 

to control her own size. However, what I believe is important to  note is that only the natural, 

unprocessed mushroom endows her with this control; the cakes and tasty drinks she gets 

elsewhere in Wonderland do not allow any conscious control  over her growing and shrinking. 

Natural food, then, helps Alice to achieve a certain amount of agency and control over the 

bizarre events in Wonderland. I  believe this is something that Neil Gaiman echoes in Coraline’s 

treatment of food.

Keeling points  out that Coraline is, in fact, a fundamentally British work, and this is especially 

apparent in the treatment of food. Not only, does Keeling explain, are the convenience foods 

that Coraline and her mother eat so frequently rooted in a long British tradition, but the novel is 

filled to the brim with items of food that have a strong British heritage and history. This eager 

adoption of good, British, culturally familiar food is Coraline’s  reaction against her father’s 

recipes, which she despises. A few examples are the Garibaldi biscuits, tea and limeade that 

Miss Spink and Miss Forcible serve Coraline; the apples that will play a vital role in Coraline’s 
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defeating of the Other Mother; and all the food the Other Mother herself prepares. The Other 

Mother, of course, uses her excellent skills preparing food to lure Coraline into submissiveness. 

On her first visit to the Other House, Coraline is positively impressed by the Other Mother’s 

“huge, golden-brown roasted chicken, fried potatoes, and tiny green peas”, referring to  it as 

“the best chicken that [she]  had ever eaten” (Coraline  35). Keeling notes that Coraline’s  mother 

conforms to  a food preparation pattern that exists mostly of frozen pizzas and fish fingers, 

whereas the Other Mother offers the traditionally approved model of home-cooked meals, 

initially suggesting that Gaiman may find the mother’s balancing of the demands of family and 

work inadequate (7). 

Coraline’s  family is, indeed, a  strange postindustrial hybrid. Though her parents work in the 

house, Keeling observes, they remain alienated in the space in which they live. “Although the 

father does create dishes in the kitchen, it is a lonely place where he is not joined by his wife, 

and his daughter emphatically rejects his efforts; furthermore, Gaiman shows only the results of 

the father’s cooking, never the process” (9). Coraline’s mother prepares only generic processed 

foods; the contrast with the Other Mother’s perfect food becomes clear when Coraline states 

that “her mother sometimes made chicken, but it was always out of packets or frozen, and was 

very dry, and it never tasted of anything” (Coraline 35). The mother’s choice to use shortcuts 

rather than sacrificing her time to domestic pursuits suggests her distance from her mothering 

role, resulting in Parsons, et al. labelling her a “material” feminist (Parsons 372). Both Keeling 

and Parsons, et al. see Coraline as Gaiman’s critique of the postfeminist world. Parsons, et al. 

even state that the Other Mother represents female power, and that, much like in Alice, must 

defeat and repress this possibility of power in order to be accepted into  the law of the father. I 

will discuss this interpretation of Coraline further in this  chapter, but I strongly disagree that 

Coraline is suppressing her own strength in order to mature.

As Keeling explains, Coraline uses food “to create greater agency for herself, particularly in 

regard to her relationships with her parents — both real and other” (2). The strategies Coraline 

uses to work toward greater autonomy within her family and community — an autonomy, 

Keeling notes, that is not necessarily bound up with burgeoning adolescent sexuality — are very 

often related to food (3). As in Alice, food marks each pivot point of the plot (Keeling 4); for 

instance, “it clarifies her relationships to  her parents and to the other mother in terms of her 

acceptance or denial of foods adults offer” (Keeling 4). Coraline discovers her own developing 

sense of self in what foods she rejects from adults and those that she chooses for herself. It is 

through these strategies of food and eating that Coraline learns to negotiate the Symbolic to 

earn for herself greater agency and power (Keeling 4-5).

Where Alice manages to  gain a limited form of control by using the mushroom, Coraline brings 

apples to the Other World. The apple stands out as singularly different from all  the other food 

in the book because it is simple and unprocessed (Keeling 12). As a longstanding biblical 
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symbol, the apple invites conventional interpretations about innocence, knowledge, 

experience, and temptation; unlike the biblical function of the apple, though, Coraline uses it as 

a means of “resisting the temptations that the other mother’s delicious cooked meals represent 

and thus her own desires for a more perfect family” (Keeling 12). Coraline explicitly chooses 

apples for herself: she buys a bag of them at the supermarket after her parents disappear. As 

she embarks on her own adventure, the apple becomes one of her ‘weapons’  against the Other 

Mother; she consciously opts for the uncooked integrity of the raw fruit that she herself has 

purchased, using it against the temptations of the Other Mother’s food. In a reversal of the story 

of Eve, the apple symbolises the knowledge that allows her to combat temptation rather than 

succumb to it (Keeling 14). The apple develops into a means of enabling selfhood, agency, and 

growth toward maturity, of resisting the Other Mother’s desire to infantilise her. Like the other 

foodstuffs Coraline prefers, apples also  have a significant place within British food history. This 

makes it into a tool to help her discover the reliability of her judgment (Keeling 14). When the 

Other Mother shows Coraline the false image of her parents returning home from a holiday, 

celebrating their freedom now that they no longer have to  care for a  little girl, Gaiman uses the 

apple imagery to describe Coraline’s self-doubt: “she hoped that what she had just seen was 

not real, but she was not as certain as she sounded. There was a tiny doubt inside her, like a 

maggot in an apple core. Then she looked up and saw the expression on her other mother’s 

face: a flash of real anger, which crossed her face like summer lightning, and Coraline was sure 

in her heart that what she had seen in the mirror was no more than an illusion. Coraline sat 

down on the sofa and ate her apple” (Coraline 73-4). 

This moment leads to the key strategic understanding that the Other Mother only produces 

illusions; this awareness increases her self-confidence, making it an empowering moment. She 

now believes she has a real chance to  challenge the Other Mother and win. It is  the apple, with 

its deep roots in British history, that marks this moment of realisation, because it represents the 

quality of her judgment. In Keeling’s words, “a good, sound British apple equals good, sound 

British judgment” (14). Coraline then uses her newfound self-confidence to resist the Other 

Mother’s attempts to infantilise her the next day, refusing to behave like a conventional 

daughter. It is only shortly after this moment that she offers the challenge of the exploration 

game, “staking her own life as well as the future of her parents and the three ghost children on 

her belief in her own abilities. Coraline now negotiates as an equal to the Other Mother, rather 

than the infantilised child the Other Mother would have her be” (Keeling 16).

I agree with Keeling that the narrative of Coraline, on a psychoanalytical level, does not deal 

with burgeoning sexuality, but with regression and overcoming this regression. As Keeling 

explains, “detached from her previous routine by her family’s move to a new house and new 

town, facing attending a new school, and so desiring reassurance and stability, Coraline 

regresses back into the oral stage in her need for parental attention” (18-9). Her parents, 

however, have their strategies for deflecting their daughter’s attempts on their time, thus 
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effectively frustrating her desire. The Other Parents, then, only manifest themselves when 

Coraline begins to feel that she is  no longer the centre of her parents’ world and everything that 

happens to Coraline from the moment that she discovers the entrance to the alternate realm is 

the result of her unconscious desire for their attention and fear that they do no longer love her. 

I therefore strongly disagree with Parsons’  interpretation of most elements in the novel as sexual 

symbols; like Keeling, I feel that the imagery denotes an oral trauma, which symbolises 

Coraline’s  temporary regression. A quick overview of the most important oral imagery: the 

Other Mother fills her mouth with black beetles (Coraline 91); she stores the key in her mouth 

(Coraline 127); and the three ghost children claim that she “fed on” them (Coraline 101). The 

Other Father dissolves into a bread dough-ish monster that lunges at Coraline “with its 

toothless mouth opened wide” (Coraline 133). The Other Mother seems to be so voracious that 

she seems to have eaten even the fruit in the still life painting in the drawing room: “all that 

remained in the bowl was the browning core of an apple, several plum and peach stones, and 

the stem of what had formerly been a bunch of grapes” (Coraline 154). Most overtly,  when 

Coraline escapes from the Other Mother’s part of the house with the rescued children and 

parents, Gaiman explicitly describes the corridor as a mouth: “what she touched felt hot and 

wet, as if she had put her hand in somebody’s mouth” (Coraline 161).

The metaphor of the mouth is more instructive than Parson’s genital metaphors, offering “a 

better way of understanding how Coraline is dealing with perceived evil and processing her 

anxieties” (Keeling 23). Coraline is not moving forward into adolescent sexuality; the novel 

deals with her apprehension over living in a new house and attending a  new school. In 

response she regresses temporarily into  the oral stage; she does not leap toward adulthood 

(Keeling 23). Even though she matures mentally over the course of the novel, triumphing over 

the Other Mother and thus her own regressive fears and desires, she is still a child, with a child’s 

anxieties, not an adolescent’s desires. Gaiman recognises that, as a child, Coraline has a rich 

imagination and awareness. Focused on the here and now, she produces an ingenious 

resolution for a common childhood anxiety (Keeling 24).
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CONCLUSION

After a short biographical introduction of both authors, I have started by establishing a 

theoretical framework for analysing Coraline as a neo-Victorian interpretation of Alice in 

Wonderland. I have looked at a number of theories and definitions of adaption, and decided 

upon seeing adaptation, in the light of Gaiman’s work, as a Darwinian process. The strongest 

stories, the ones that speak to people, will survive; they simply change form in order to adapt to 

new surroundings, a new time, or a new culture.

I have then introduced the literary and subsequent theoretical current of neo-Victorianism. In 

recent years, adaptations of Victorian stories have become increasingly popular, and Coraline 

fits  into  this literary current. After looking at a number of theories and definitions of neo-

Victorian literature, it becomes clear that neo-Victorian literature and feminism go hand in hand, 

children’s literature being no  exception. Most neo-Victorian works enter into a critical 

relationship with the Victorian age and texts. They do not only take their form, subject matter, or 

setting from the Victorian novel, they use this resemblance to  introduce 21st-century values into 

this 19th-century environment. Creating female characters who are strong and independent is 

one example of this critical dialogue, and we can see this strategy at work when we compare 

Coraline to Alice: in many ways, they are similar, but in the end, it is Coraline who saves the day.

In chapter three and four, I have studied the many ways in which Coraline uses Alice in 

Wonderland as an intertext in order to  create more agency and empowerment for its heroine. I 

have started by looking at gender issues, and more specifically girl protagonists, in both 

Victorian and contemporary children’s  literature. It quickly becomes apparent that, although 

children’s literature has evolved quite dramatically since the 19th century, there are a  number of 

gender-related stereotypes that can be found in both modern and Victorian children’s 

literature. Girls are still very often kept away from any real action; they are often less active than 

boys, more emotional — which is  almost invariably depicted as a bad thing — and less 

resourceful. As a  result, there are a number of feminist writers who specifically try to write books 

that represent gender — both genders — in a  positive and realistic manner. After enumerating a 

definition and a number of characteristics of such feminist children’s novels, it already becomes 

clear that many of them apply to  Gaiman’s novel. Coraline is not one of the many modern 

literary girls who can be described in one word as ‘pink’.

Next, I looked at the function of the Gothic elements in Coraline, concluding that this is part of 

the empowerment strategies in the book. The Gothic in Coraline introduces readings of Freud’s 

‘uncanny’  in the text, indicating the difference in interpretation between the two  novels on a 

psychoanalytic level. Whereas Alice in Wonderland has a heroine who is relatively independent 

during the story, it is  firmly rooted in Victorian culture and Victorian strategies of fiction. 
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Consequently, even though Alice is given freedom, imagination, and independence throughout 

the story, in the fantasy world, a psychoanalytical study of the text reveals the exact opposite: 

in the end, the story allows its protagonist to conquer her desires and fantasies — things that 

Victorian society did not appreciate in women — in this Wonderland, so  that she can return 

home and become a good woman and wife. This explains, perhaps, the somewhat melancholy 

undertone of the book. Carroll was known as a man with a rather strict view on the world, and 

he subscribed to these Victorian morals that we now find restrictive. However, as a man with 

many child friends and a rich imagination of his own, he may very well have felt a certain 

sadness knowing that they would have to let go of much of their childlike qualities in order to 

grow up. 

Coraline, on the other hand, is  a girl of the 21st century, and a character in a  novel that we can 

describe as feminist. As a result, on a psychoanalytical level, Coraline’s trip into the Other World 

has a very different function than Alice’s journey through Wonderland. Where Alice has to battle 

with her subversive side, her feminine power, in order to grow up and take her place in 

Victorian society, Coraline’s journey into  the Other World helps her find and embrace this same 

power. The Other Mother and the world she creates is an embodiment of Coraline’s  fear that 

her growing independence will  cause her parents not to love her anymore. Coraline then has to 

use that same sense of identity and strength to overcome this fear and thus defeat the Other 

Mother. The message at the end of Coraline, then, seems very clear: everyone will have to  fight 

the demons of their childhood at some point, but when we embrace our own strength, we get 

through it and grow up. Even though Coraline has good, loving parents who recognise and 

support her need to grow up and thus grow away from them, she still needs to go through this 

psychological drama of separation from them in order to  discover her own desire and her own 

sense of self. The feminist qualities of Coraline are apparent in what I believe is the ‘moral’ of the 

story (to use the Duchess’s words). Coraline teaches its heroine, and by extension its reader, that 

‘perfect’  parents are neither possible nor desirable, and that girls can be active heroes, too. The 

fact that Gaiman, as  did Carroll, uses the medium of the portal narrative for Coraline, aids this 

sense of closure. As Buckley states, “the form has long been favoured by writers of children‘s 

literature, as it allows for a neat closing off of subversive fantasy elements and a secure return to 

the real world. Normality returns and fantasy fades into the background” (44-5), although the 

music of the mysterious mouse circus can still be heard.
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